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Abstract—The interaction design of web-based Chinese
teaching as a foreign language shall follow the general rules
of second language teaching besides the general web-based
teaching design process to reflect the features of the
Chinese language and the teaching characteristics of
Chinese as a foreign language. This article, based upon the
existing researches on interactive design for web-based
Chinese teaching as a foreign language, further discusses
the interactive design process and the influencing factors
and summarizes the interactive design principle for web-
based Chinese teaching as a foreign language.

Index Terms—Network; Web-based Chinese Teaching as a
Foreign Language；Interactive Design；Process

I. INTRODUCTION

Interactive design is the core of teaching design in
web-based Chinese teaching as a foreign language,
which plays a critical role in deciding the teaching effect
[1-4]. Since interactive design is a systematic project
with various influencing factors, systematic method shall
be followed. Zhou Rong proposes the interactive design
frame of web-based teaching [5-8] on the basis of both
domestic and foreign researches. Xu Juan furthermore
raises the interactive design process [9-10] of web-based
Chinese teaching as a foreign language. This process
includes the following:

Analyze
interaction

need

Determine the
type of the
interaction

Technical
realization

Determine the
control level of
the interaction

Make the
scheme of
interaction

Evaluation and revision

Figure 1. Interactive Design Process of Web-Based Chinese Teaching
as a Foreign Language

II. ANALYSIS OF INTERACTIVE NEED

It includes target analysis and object analysis.

A. Target Analysis
Target analysis is to analyze the target domain that

interactive teaching shall reach and the proportion of
each target. Bloom’s teaching target theory classifies
teaching targets into cognitive domain, affective domain
and psychomotor domain as per categories of behavior,
and further categorizes the targets in each domain with

the purpose to realize the final target in each domain.
The cognitive domain includes: knowledge,
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and
evaluation.

The contents of Chinese teaching as a foreign
language include language elements (pronunciation,
vocabulary, grammar, and character), verbal skills
(listening, speaking, reading, and writing), verbal
communication skills and relative cultural knowledge
(Liu Xun, 2000). Based upon Bloom’s taxonomy, Jiang
Liping (2006) raises that the targets of the cognitive
domain of Chinese teaching as a foreign language
include language knowledge, pragmatic rules, cultural
and historic knowledge etc. The targets in psychomotor
domain include verbal skills and verbal communication
skills. And the targets in affective domain include
Chinese human geography, folkways and customs, and
cultural knowledge.

With reference to the above teaching target
classification and contents of each teaching target
domain, the article divides the interactive targets of
Chinese teaching as a foreign language into cognitive
domain, psychomotor domain and affective domain.

Target analysis is to analyze the targets that teaching
interaction shall achieve and the proportion of each
target. For example, it is to help the learner to learn one
or several language elements, to give training of the
verbal skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing),
to cultivate enthusiasm for the Chinese culture, or to
include all these targets.

B. Object Analysis
Object analysis is mainly the analysis of the learner,

including analysis of the learner’s nationality, age,
Chinese language level, learning style and motive etc.
These are the influencing factors in interaction.

The analysis of target and object is the first step of
the interactive design of web-based Chinese teaching as
a foreign language and is the basis for the following
tasks.

III. DETERMINATION OF THE TYPE OF INTERACTION

The interaction between the students and the learning
resources is the process of the learner to obtain
knowledge and skills using the learning resources. The
interaction of web-based Chinese teaching as a foreign
language can be classified into the following:

Operative interaction: the interaction is for the learner
to choose learning contents or to control learning
progress etc. For example, at the beginning of learning,
the learner chooses certain part as the learning content,
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and during the course of learning, the learner plays the
audio and video content and browse the content by
choosing pages. During the course of operative
interaction, the learner mainly receives information with
simple human-machine setting function. The influence of
the interaction on cognition is mainly instruction and
assistance.

Reflective interaction: the learner needs to go through
a thinking process for expressing his opinions, or he
needs to check the learning contents, e.g. exercises, notes,
evaluation etc. By reflective interaction, the learner
completes the reprocess of the learning contents, sending
information while receiving information with a simple
course of information process.

Constructive interaction: the interaction is for the
learner to complete the process of the learning resources,
or to complete the cognition of the object, e.g. inquiry,
sequencing, downloading, new link setting up etc.
During this course, the learner completes the cognition of
the object in various ways. A complicated cognition and
process course is incorporated in this interaction.

Immersive interaction: this interaction is for the
learner to achieve knowledge transfer in an analogue
learning environment, e.g. role play, communicative
activity imitation etc. The learner immerges himself into
the specific environment and the cognitive course is
completed in the specific environment.

From the above, we can see that the supporting level
to the cognitive course becomes higher and higher from
operative interaction to immersive interaction, and the
information process required during the interactions
become more and more complicated.

IV. DETERMINATION OF CONTROL LEVEL

A. Interaction Control Level
The control level of interaction embodies the

teaching ideas. It can be classified into 3 types: control
by the teacher, control by the learner with guidance, and
self control by the learner. In web-based teaching and
learning, the learner studies by himself using net
coursewares without a specific teacher to control the
interactive activities of the learner. The control of the
teacher to the learner’s interactive activities thus refers to
the access control to the coursewares and settings. The
control level refers to the content, quantity and time of
the interaction. Control by the teacher means that the
teacher controls all or nearly all the access permissions.
The learner cannot change or reselect the teaching steps,
teaching time and interaction contents that are already set
up. Control by the learner with guidance is that the
teacher gives some access permits to the learner and
provides some schemes for the learner to choose as per
his specific conditions. Self control by the learner is that
the learner controls the quantity, time and content of
interaction all by himself and the teacher cannot interfere
or change the learner’s choice.

Reflective interaction is usually skill or related
exercises. If the course regulates that the learner must
complete an exercise or reach certain rate of correctness
for proceeding to the next part, it is reflective interaction
under the control of the teacher. If the learner can choose
whether to do this exercise or not as per his own

conditions, it is the control of the learner usually with the
guidance of the teacher. That is, certain reference
schemes are given, and it is up to the learner to decide
which one to use.

In constructive interaction, the learner studies in the
way of uploading, downloading, inquiry, and new link
setting up etc. It demands higher information process
level of the learner during the interaction. For example,
at higher learning stage when studying social hot topics,
the learner summarizes and arranges the learning
contents through information processing, and exhibits
and shares the learning outcomes by setting up new links.
When the control level of the teacher is high, the teacher
can limit the modes of learning outcome sharing, for
example, exhibition only in text; the teacher can also
give some exhibition ways for the learner to choose, and
the teacher’s control level is lowered and the learner’s
control level is increased. When the control level of the
learner is furthermore increase, the learner can choose
the exhibition mode of the learning outcomes by himself.

B. Determination of the Interaction Control Level
To determine the control level of interaction, first the

learner’s Chinese language level needs to be considered.
Generally, the teacher’s control level comes from high to
low, while the control level of the learner comes from
low to high. At the beginning stage, the learner has just
started learning a new language and he needs a lot of
instructions and help from the teacher, which requires
higher control level of the teacher. Meanwhile, the
teaching contents at the beginning stage are mainly
language knowledge and language skills. Exercises need
to be done with teacher’s instructions to obtain language
knowledge and skills. At this stage, there are not many
topic discussions and self controlled communication
activities. Therefore, the control level of the learner is
relatively low. Then at the intermediate stage, the learner
has got certain language knowledge and skills, and has
cultivated certain communication capability. The main
teaching point at this stage is word teaching. The learner
has grasped some learning tactics and his dependence on
the teacher decreases. The teacher’s function changes
from providing help and support to creating environment
and cultivating the learner’s communication skills.
Compared with the beginning stage, the teacher’s control
reduces, and the learner’s control under guidance and the
learner’s self control increase. From the senior stage, the
learning contents change to be language communication
skills and high level information processing like culture,
literature and history etc. Now the teacher’s control is
mainly in the field of learning method and tactics.
Chinese language becomes the tool of learning for the
learner with fewer language exercises and less
interaction under the teacher’s control. The learner starts
learning by cooperation and discussion. And the
interaction controlled by the learner increases.

V. MAKE THE SCHEME OF INTERACTION

The teaching contents of Chinese as a foreign
language generally include pronunciation, grammar,
vocabulary and text etc. The skills training of listening,
speaking, reading and writing are carried out in
combination with the teaching of language elements.
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Therefore, the interaction design of web-based Chinese
teaching as a foreign language can take reference to the
teaching steps of class teaching of Chinese. Based on
various learning contents, the interaction activities for
web-based Chinese teaching can be designed and
interaction schemes subject to specific teaching target
and learners can be made as per the interaction types and
levels determined upon interaction need analysis. This
article analyzes and compares the influence of interaction
needs on interaction schemes. As the influence of various
elements in interaction need analysis on interaction
design is complicated, one example is given below
respectively from the aspect of pronunciation,
vocabulary, grammar, character and text to show the
influence of an element on interaction design scheme.

C. Interaction Design Scheme for Vocabulary
Vocabulary is the building material of language

and is the basic unit of sentence. The goal of Chinese
vocabulary teaching is to make the learner grasp the
pronunciation, meaning, form and basic usage of certain
amount of Chinese words under the guidance of relevant
Chinese vocabulary knowledge, and to cultivate the
capability of understanding and expression of words in
communication. The steps of class vocabulary teaching
generally include: to lead the students to read, to explain,
to make the students read without leading, to let the
students speak and practice. With reference to the class
teaching steps, the interaction design for web-based
Chinese teaching as a foreign language shall also be
about the pronunciation, form, meaning and usage of the
vocabulary. The specific types and control levels of
interaction shall be decided as per analysis of interaction
need and object.

Vocabulary learning exists in all the stages of web-
based Chinese learning as a foreign language. However,
at different stages, the interaction design will be different.
At intermediate stage, vocabulary learning is the focus,
teaching targets including the language knowledge like
sound, form and meaning etc. in cognitive domain, and
correct usage of the words in psychomotor domain, and
also the understanding of the cultural meaning of the
words in affective domain. The learner needs to learn the
vocabulary knowledge under the teacher’s control with
the teacher’s explanation, and needs to have self
controlled skill training with the teacher’s instructions,
and self studying is also required. The interaction
activities for the intermediate stage can be designed like
this: first demonstrate the correct pronunciation of the
word, and audio playing can be adopted here. Then
explain the word in the way of new work list or more
visualized way like picture and animation etc. In case of
difficult words, detailed explanation and exercises are
also required. Besides the explanation of the usage of the
word, exercises shall be given for the learner to practice.
Exercises can be in many forms: sentence pattern
changing, sentence making, question and answer etc. The
pronunciation, form and meaning matching exercises
equal to reading without leading in class teaching. With
the multimedia advantages of web teaching, the
matching exercises can be in more forms: word choosing,
blank filling, lining, or more interesting ways like game
etc. The learning of tactics can help the learner to
cultivate vocabulary learning tactics. Methods include

word assembly, word grouping, and word list setting up
by the student. The interaction type here is constructive
interaction. The design scheme control level for the
vocabulary at the intermediate stage is the control by the
learner with the guidance of the teacher.

D. Interaction Design Scheme for Grammar
Grammar teaching is the teaching of the

organization pattern of the phrases and sentences of the
target language, which is to guide the language skill
training and to cultivate the communication capability
using the target language. The principle of grammar
teaching includes: to highlight the difficulty and
important points of grammar by language comparison, to
practice sentence patterns and also summarize the
grammar points; to teach the essential and ensure plenty
of practice with focus on practice. The general steps of
class grammar teaching include: introduction,
explanation, mechanical practice and flexible practice
(Yang Huiyuan, 2007). The interaction on grammar in
web-based Chinese teaching as a foreign language can be
divided into these sections: grammar explanation,
mechanical practice, meaningful practice and
communication practice.

To different type learners, the type and control level
of the interaction design on grammar can be different.
The grammar explanation is to help the learner to
understand grammar rules. The necessary explanation,
conclusion and summary of the grammar points can be
designed as operative interaction. The mechanical
practice includes listening and reading, repetition,
variation, extension etc. The meaningful practice
includes question answer, sentence completion, text
summary and retelling etc. The mechanical practice and
meaningful practice can be designed as reflective
interaction for the independent type learners, and for the
dependent type learners who expect more social type
learning, immersive interaction is more proper.
Compared with mechanical practice, the learner’s
information processing level is higher in meaningful
practice. Communication practice includes free
conversation, role play, discussion and writing etc. This
is the real communication or practice close to true
communication for which immersive interaction is the
most proper one. And the teacher’s control level for the
independent type learner is lower than that for the
dependent type learner, and the learner’s control level is
higher than that of the dependent type learner.

VI. CONCLUSION

Based upon the general interaction design process of
web-based teaching and interaction design process of
digital Chinese teaching as a foreign language, this
article goes into further details of the interaction design
process of web-based Chinese teaching as a foreign
language. First, the analysis of interaction needs includes
target analysis and object analysis. About target analysis,
the teaching targets of web-based Chinese teaching as a
foreign language in cognitive domain, psychomotor
domain and affective domain are analyzed as per
Bloom’s teaching theory. Object analysis includes the
analysis of the learner’s nationality, age, Chinese
language level, cognitive style and learning motive. The
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second step is to determine the interaction type through
target analysis. The third step is to determine the
interaction control level through object analysis. And the
fourth step is to raise the general interaction design
scheme for various aspects (pronunciation, vocabulary,
grammar, character, text) of web-based Chinese teaching
as a foreign language with reference to the teaching
features and class teaching steps of Chinese as a foreign
language.
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Abstract—Burial dissolution can effectively improve the
reservoir properties of carbonate rocks. However, its
research is hard to conduct due to complex water-rock
reaction condition and various controlling factors. The
simulation experiment was able to provide useful
parameter for the study of dissolution. For this experiment,
the samples come from Ordovician carbonates, Tazhong
Area. The test fluid is the formation water from well
interval of Tazhong Well-44 at depth 4857m-4888m. The
flow velocity was set up to 1.5ml/min. Under the constant
pressure of 40MPa, the temperature variation experiment
indicated that dissolution rate is positively correlated with
temperature at 25℃-75℃ range and negatively correlated
when temperature>75 ℃ . Carbonate dissolution rate>
transitional rock dissolution rate > dolomite dissolution
rate. When the temperature reaches to 200 ℃ , the
difference between the three aforesaid rates become less.
Dissolution rate from various composition of carbonate
shows little difference. Under the constant temperature of
70℃ , the pressure variation experiment shows that the
dissolution rate is positively correlated with pressure. The
rate under pressure>30MPa is higher than that of under
pressure range of 10-30MPa. Carbonate dissolution
rate>transitional rock dissolution rate>dolomite dissolution
rate. Dissolution rate from various composition of
carbonate shows little difference .

Index Terms—dissolution; carbonate rocks; simulation
experiment; buried diagenetic environment; Tazhong Area

I. INTRODUCTION

The Carbonate, as a solublerock, the dissolutionat its
diageneticage will determine the formation and
preservation ofits reservoir[1]. In recent years, by the in-
depth study and exploration practice, it’s found that the
interaction between the fluid and rock at the reservoirsin
the deep stratum can effectively improve the reservoir
permeability ofthe carbonate rock [2-4]. And different
from the dissolution at supergene period, the condition of
the water-rock reaction in deeperstratumis complex.
Thetemperature and pressure change greatly. And the
materialsare also quiteabundant, including acidic water,
acidic gas, hot water, sulfate andmicroorganisms. These
will make theburial dissolution study difficult. Aiming at
the dissolution simulation experiments under burial
condition, the predecessors did a lot of researches, but
the conclusion of the researchesbeingdifferent[5-7]. For
example, the dissolution simulation experiment for
different lithology atMajiagou formation inthe Erdos

basinby Yang Junjie and some ones shows that under
shallow burial condition, the calcite
dissolvessignificantly faster than the dolomite, while
under deep burial condition, the dolomite dissolves faster
thanthe calcite [8-10]; but Jiang Xiaoqiongand some others
think that the dissolution rate under burial condition
would be limestone > transitional rock > dolomite [11-12].
In this paper, it carries dissolution experiments on
carbonate rocks under different burial conditions at
Ordovician in Tazhong area of the Tarim Basinto analyze
the dissolutionquantity and dissolution rate change, in
order to provide useful parameters for the
researchondissolutionunder burial conditions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLESELECTION AND PREPARATION

A. Sample selection
This experiment selects the carbonate rocks from

different wells and different layers atYingshan formation
in the Lower Ordovicianof Tazhong area, including four
types ascalcarenite, micritic limestone, calcareous
dolomite and fine-crystal dolomite (Figure. 1), which
basically cover the main rock types at Yingshan
formation in this area, and also attend to the different
mineral compositions, structural components, chemical
compositions and reservoir distributions formed byburial
dissolution. The selected samples are pretreated by
crushing, sieving, ultrasonic cleaning and
bakingtochoose the 10-25 mesh samples for this
simulation experiment.

Figure 1. Rocks Types of Yingshan Formation Lower Ordovician of
Tazhong Area

a. calcarenite; b. micritic limestone; c. calcareous dolomite; d. fine-
crystal dolomite
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B. Samplemineral composition and order degree analysis
At the same time, by grinding, X - ray diffraction

analysis and order degree analysis, it determinesthe

samples’mineral components, the chemical components
and the order degrees of dolomite.The results are as
shown in table 1.

TABLE I.MAIN MINERAL COMPONENTS AND THE DOLOMITE’S ORDER DEGREESOF EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES

Rock types Wells and Layers No.
Main mineral

components(%) Dolomite’s order
degreeCalcite Dolomite

Calcarenite Medieval times 41, Ying second section a 99.1 0
Micritic limestone Medieval times 512, Ying second section b 99.6 0

Calcareous dolomite Medieval times 512, Ying third section c 21.3 78.0 0.65
Fine-crystal dolomite Medieval times 9, Ying third section d 7.5 92.1 0.72

Note: the measuring unit for the main mineral components and the dolomite’s order degree is theOil and Gas Geology Laboratory of Southwest
Petroleum University

III. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE AND PROCESS

It usesreservoir water rock reaction experiment which
has been researched maturely in the world to simulate[13-

15], and the experiment is completed in the State Key
Laboratory of Oil and Gas Geology and Development
Engineering of Southwest Petroleum University. The
experimental device is shown in Figure 2.The
experiment uses the dynamic balance method, namely
under the premise of using tube furnace heating to
control experiment temperature, taking the way of fixing
time, flow and totalto control the process, by testing the
solution and the ion concentration in the solution from
the outlet to research the dissolution process of different
samples. After the experiment completed, it calculates
the "dissolution rate" by weighing on residue samples.

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram Showing Simulation Device of Burial
Dissolution

The average values of the main components of the
stratum water at the researchingdistrictare:
K++Na+=18450.71mg/L, Mg2+=417.04mg/L,
Ca2+=29062.5 mg/L, HCO3-=683.42mg/L, Cl-

=51317.78mg/L, SO42-=859.93 mg/L. The experimental
fluid medium used the stratum water selected from
the4857-4888m well sectionatRitagformationUpper
Ordovician in Tazhong 44 well.The componentsare close
to the average value of stratum water, respectively:
K++Na+=20407.53mg/L, Mg2+=344.51mg/L,
Ca2+=21856.7mg/L, HCO3-=688.31mg/L, Cl-

=51957.64mg/L, SO42-=788.27mg/L.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ANALYSIS

To analyze the dissolution of carbonate rocks of
different components in different temperature and
pressure conditions, the samples are placed in different

temperatures and pressures to carry out dissolution
experiments. First, the pressure is set to be 40MPa and
the temperature is regulated to analyze how temperature
affects the dissolution rate. The temperatures are
respectively 25 ℃, 50 ℃, 75 ℃, 100 ℃, 125 ℃, 150 ℃,
175 ℃ and 200 ℃, while the fluid velocity keeps
1.5ml/min for 10 hours. The measured dissolution rates
of different samples are shown in Figure 3.

From the analysis of the experimental results, it’s
known that: 1. In the case of constant pressure, the
dissolution rate is obviously influenced by temperature.
In 25 ℃ -75 ℃, the dissolution rate increases with the
temperature increase, showing positive correlation.
When the temperature is >75 ℃, the dissolution rate
decreases with the temperature increase, showing
negative correlation. 2. Considering the different
lithology, the dissolution rate of limestone > transitional
rock > dolomite, the maximum dissolution rate
difference can reach 1.92 times. But at 200 ℃, the three
dissolution rates differ less. 3.The dissolution rates of the
limestone of different structural components differ a little,
and sometimes the dissolution rate of the micritic
limestone may be even slightly larger than the calcarenite.

Figure 3. Dissolution Rate of Different Type Carbonate Rocks in
Temperature Variation

To analyze the changes of the dissolution rate in
different pressures, let the temperature be a fixed value,
as 70 ℃.The pressure is adjusted to analyze the influence
of pressure on dissolution rate. The pressures are
respectively 10MPa, 20MPa, 30MPa, 40MPa and
50MPa.At the same time, the fluid velocity keeps
1.5ml/min for 10 hours. The measured dissolution rates
of different samples are shown in Figure 4.

From analyzing the experimental results: 1.At a
certain temperature, the dissolution rate increases with
the pressure increase, showing positive correlation. But
in 10-30MPa, with the pressure increase, the dissolution
rate shows no significant change.When the pressure
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>30MPa, the dissolution rate significantly increases with
the pressure increase. 2.For different lithology, in most
cases, the dissolution rate of the limestone > transitional
rock > dolomite.But the dissolution velocityis different
making the dissolution rate of calcareous dolomite>
limestone at 50MPa.3. Similarly, the dissolution rates of
different structural components in limestone also differ
small, and sometimes the dissolution rate of micritic
limestone is even slightly larger than the calcarenite.

Figure 4. Dissolution Rate of Different Type Carbonate Rocks in
Pressure Variation

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

(1) At 40MPa, the dissolution rate change is shown as
increasing with the temperature increase in 25 ℃ -75 ℃
and decreasing with the temperature increase when >75
℃; the dissolution rate of limestone > transitional rock >
dolomite, but when reaching 200 ℃ the three dissolution
rates differing a little.

(2) At 70 ℃, the dissolution rate is positively
associated with pressure; the dissolution rate of
limestone > transitional rock > dolomite, but the
dissolution velocity being different.

(3) The conclusion of this paper is different from the
researchers before. The main reason lies in the different
experimental conditions. For example, the dissolution
rate in Yang Junjie’s simulation experimentis controlled
by both temperature and pressure, while here uses the
way of regulating pressure at a certain temperature or
regulating the temperature at a certain pressure to
measure the dissolutionrate which is similar to Jiang
Xiaoqiong's experimental conditions andcomes to similar
conclusions that also proves that different experimental
conditions have great effects on the experimental results.
In addition, the research in this paper shows that when
the temperature above 200 ℃ or the pressure above
50MPa, the dissolution rates differ a little, and with the
further increase of temperature and pressure, it may also
occur that the dissolution rate ofthe dolomite is greater
than the limestone.

(4) In the actual exploration, the dissolution degree of
dolomite is always better than limestone.There are many
reasons for this result.For example, thedolomitization
may cause crystal volume narrowing and surface ratio
increasing, and the dolomite is brittleness and easy to
cause crack. Thesemake theporosity of the dolomite is
higher than that of the limestone.
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A Novel Design of Digital AC Voltmeter
Buxin Zhou; Chengwei Cai

Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, Suzhou Institute of Industrial Technology, Suzhou,
Jiangsu Province, P.R.China, 215104

Abstract—This system can provide real-time measurements
and indications for the AC voltage of electric circuit. It has
regular measurement and display functions. It is
programmable and can achieve functions such as remote
data transmission and monitor the system network. The
system is reliable and robust, with high precision and good
electromagnetic compatibility. It can directly replace the
original pointer instrument.

Index Terms—Voltmeter, ATmega16 Microcontroller,
Current Output

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital Voltmeter is widely used in power plant,
electric switch cabinet and electrical equipment for
measuring or displaying the parameters of the electric
circuit, such as AC voltage, current and frequency, active
power and power factor of AC single/3 phase. Compared
with traditional pointer instruments, the digital ones are
more accurate, convenient, flexible for installation, anti-
shock, anti-EMI with parallax-free and clearer display.
The requirements of the system design are listed as
below,

1) Voltage measurement (directly) range: AC
0~600V(50/60Hz)+10%

2) Settable high and low voltage alarms, with alarm
output double circuit relay (on-load AC 250V/3A DC
30V/5A)

3) Can transduce 4-20mA current (with an
accuracy<0.1mA) for remote measurement of real-time
voltage

4) Equip with RS-232 communication interface, which
can exchange data with computers easily, to achieve the
automation of monitor, measurement and control

II. OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN

The key control module of the system is an ATmega16
AVR microcontroller. The design flowchart is shown in
Figure 1. Mains electricity is converted to AC low
voltage signal through attenuator circuit. The
microcontroller samples the peak voltage of the signal.
Based on the set value, the microcontroller determines
the range of the measurement, re-samples the voltage
value with an output on 3 1/2 digit led display.
Meanwhile, the RS-232 interface transmits the numeric
value of the voltage to PC and converts the voltage
signal into current signal which can be remotely
transmitted as well. In addition, users can manually set
the high and low voltage alarms by keyboard input,
which will be used for microcontroller to determine if the
alarm relay should be on or off.

Attenuated
Input Signal

Automated
Measurement

Range

3 ½ digit
LED display

ATmega16
Microcontroll

Keyboard
Circuit Board

RS-232
Communicati

on/Output

4-20mA
Current

Alarm Relay
Output

AD
Sampling

PW

Figure 1. Design Flowchart

III. HARDWARE DESIGN

The whole system includes input signal attenuator and
automated measurement range selection circuit,
keyboard display circuit and remote signal output circuit.

A. input signal attenuator and automated measurement
range selection circuit

As shown in Figure 2, the input signal attenuator and
automated measurement range selection circuit is
designed to decrease the voltage of the input Mains
electricity. First of all, the microcontroller sets SW2 as
high level and SW1 as low level, Q8 as connected and
Q7 as not unconnected. The input 30-300 Vac AC signal
is decreased with a ratio of 100:1 through Q8 and
converted to 0.3-3 Vac signal.

1 2F1
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1

3

2
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3

1
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R25

1K
1

2

DZ1
IN 4733

1

2

DZ2
1N4733

ADC

+5V

Figure 2. Input Signal Attenuator And Automated Measurement
Range Selection Circuit

Then the attenuated signal is sent to ADC interface of
the microcontroller for sampling. The microcontroller
takes 10 filtered samples of peak value. If the input value
is less or equal to 30V, the microcontroller will switch
the measure range by disconnecting Q8 and connecting
Q7, which results in a 10:1 attenuation of the signal
instead of 100:1. The following sampling procedure is
the same as previously described.
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B. display circuit
Figure 3 shows the display circuit. The circuit applies

simple software decoding displacement output. The data

for display is transmitted through SN74HC595D which
is a serial port to parallel port chip. Then the converted
parallel data is displayed on LED display, and the
number of digits is controlled by Q1, Q2, Q3, Q3.
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Figure 3. Display Circuit

C. output circuit for the transduction of 4-20mA current
Remote signal output circuit includes two parts. One is

the RS232 serial port circuit and another is the output
circuit for the transduction of 4-20mA current. The
previous one is widely used in the communications with
software on the host computers. The design of it is very
mature and will not be described in this article. The
output circuit which is shown in figure 4 includes
operational amplifier LM358, triode S8050 and other
auxiliary elements. When the input voltage is between 0
to 300V, the microcontroller changes the duty cycle of
PWM signal, and then obtain the corresponding analog
voltage through double-pole low-pass filter. After filter,
the PWM signal attenuates, therefore, an additional same
phase signal is added to the operational amplifier. Finally,
the signal enters the circuit that transforms signal from
voltage to current. In all, the circuit converts the input
voltage signal into current signal. The converted current
is equal to a constant current source with adjustable
output, while the output current is constant without being
influenced by the change in loading. Usually, the loading
is 250 Ω, if over-loading, the power for Q9 can be
increased.
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Figure 4. Output Circuit for the Transduction of 4-20ma Current

IV. RESULT

AC 10V, 50V, 100V, 400V and 600V voltages were
tested as input. Table 1 showed the actual results and

errors. The higher the tested voltage is, the lower the
error is. Other functions also worked well as expected
during the test. The system met all the requirements for
the design.

TABLE I RESULT AND ERRORS

Input[V] Actual[V] Error

10 10.91 9 %

50 51.12 2.24%
100 101.5 1.5%
400 405.3 1.33%
600 597.9 0.35%

V. CONCLUSION

The designed circuit for voltmeter has advantages such
as fast process speed, convenient user interfaces, reliable
and with low cost. Currently the product has already
passed the examination and is likely to be in the market
soon.
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Research on a control circuit of single-phase sine
full-bridge inverter

Yannan Yu; Xuejun Wei; Wenyuan Wang; Yizhao Zhang
School of Electrical and Control Engineering, Heilongjiang University of Science and Technology, Harbin, CHINA

Abstract—To simplify the control method of single-phase
sine wave of full bridge inverter and improve the control
system anti-jamming capability, the author designed a
control circuit of single-phase sine full-bridge inverter
which is based on ICL8038 as the reference sine wave
generator chip, SG3525 as control chip and IR2110 as drive
chip. At the same time, the author designed the chips
peripheral circuits, calculated the main parameters, and set
up a simulation model in MATLAB Simulink environment
to verify the feasibility of the design.

Index Terms—SG3525, Full-bridge inverter, control circuit,
MATLAB Simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Inverter is a power converter that uses power
electronic semiconductor switch combined with
electronic technology to change original DC voltage into
AC voltage. It is widely used in motor control,
uninterruptible power supply (UPS), car inverter, grid-
connected photovoltaic, and other fields[1]. Sine wave
full-bridge inverter is favored in many systems and
occasions with its efficiency, convenience, safety and
reliability. In a variety of inverter control systems, the
driving integrated circuit of SPWM control and
semiconductor switch is the key of it[2].

The author designed a control circuit of single-phase
sine full-bridge inverter which is based on ICL8038 as
the reference sine wave generator chip, SG3525 as
control chip and IR2110 as drive chip. At the same time,
the author designed the chips peripheral circuits,
calculate the main parameters, and set up a simulation
model in MATLAB Simulink environment to verify the
feasibility of the design[3],[4].

II. THE CONTROL PRINCIPLE

Figure.1 shows the power circuit of the single-phase
full-bridge inverter. When it works in sinusoidal pulse
width modulation (SPWM) mode, the process is as
follows: when in positive half cycle sine wave, Q2 and
Q3 are cut-off, Q1 and Q4 run at a high frequency; when
in the negative half cycle sine wave, Q1 and Q4 are cut-
off, Q2 and Q3 run at a high frequency.

Figure 1. The Main Power Topology

Figure.2 shows the commonly used signal generation
circuits of ICL8038. In the figure, 3R and 4R are timing

resistances and all are adjustable. Adjusting 3R and 4R

can adjust the oscillation frequency and the duty cycle of
the rectangular wave. C is the timing capacitor, and its
oscillation frequency is:

3

3
10

f
R C




(1)

Take 50f Hz , 1C uF

6
3

350
10 0.1 10R 

 
(2)

3 6R k  (3)
In order to improve the frequency precision of the wave
and reduce distortion, it is designed that pin 8 connecting
potentiometer. Pin 8 potential can be changed in this way,
so as to achieve the purpose of adjustable frequency.
Meanwhile the pin1 and pin2 connect adjustable
resistance, to adjust distortion of sine wave, shown in
Figure.3.

Figure 2.Signal generating circuits of ICL8038.

Figure 3.Peripheral circuits of ICL8038.

III. SINUSOIDAL PULSE WIDTH MODULATION CIRCUIT

A. SG3525 peripheral circuits
Using SG3525 as main control chip, comparing the

internal triangle wave with the input reference sine
wave, generates SPWM pulse. The main parameters are
designed as follows:
Determination of the oscillation frequency

Oscillation frequency of internal oscillator depends on
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the size of the external timing resistor ( Rt ) of pin6, and
the external timing capacitor ( Ct ) of pin5, and discharge
resistor ( Rd ) connected to between pin7 and pin 5. The
equation of oscillation frequency is:

1
(0.7 3 )

f
Ct Rt Rd




(4)

Determination of the dead time
Dead time is related to Rd and external timing resistor

Rt. Literature [5] gives a relation curve between a
maximum value of Rd and minimum value of Rt. In this
design, full-bridge switch's frequency is 62.6 kHz, so the
control chip SG3525 oscillation frequency is 125.2 kHz.

Take 10Rt K  , 330Rd  
1125.2

(0.7 10 3 330)
KHz

Ct K


    (5)
1C nF (6)

Pin 8 is soft-start pin.
Soft-start time is determined by the external soft-start

capacitor. Take 1C F .

Figure 4.SG3525 external circuits.
Pin8 and pin2 are the inverting input and non-

inverting input of the op amp, in this design the reference
sine wave signal is directly sent to pin9, and compared
with the internal triangle wave, so connect pin1 to Vcc
by pull-up resistor, pin2 to ground[6],[7].The peripheral
circuit of SG3525 controller chip is shown in Figure.4.

B. SPWM forming circuit
In the design the reference sine wave is sent to

SG35259 pin9, compared with SG3525 internal triangle
wave, to modulate the SPWM pulse, shown in Figure.5.
Since SG3525 internal triangle amplitude is 0.9V-3.3V,
we need to reduce the sine wave into this range. The
operational amplifier OP07 chip is used to build SUB to
reduce the amplitude of the sine wave in the design, as
shown in Figure.6[8]-[10].

Setting the amplitude of the sine wave after being
reduced is: 0.9V-3.3V.

Take 15 16R R , 17 18R R .Calculating from virtual
short circuit and virtual break circuit:

1
17sin
15O

RV V V
R

  (7)

Take 15 16 1R R K  
17 18 10R R K   (8)

We can adjust the amplitude of the sine wave by

adjusting potentiometer 13R and 14R in practice
debugging.

Figure 5.SPWM pulse modulation schematics.

Figure 6.Sine subtraction circuits.
As shown in Figure.5, the positive half cycle ULPWM

of the sine wave will generate a very narrow interference
pulse, the negative half cycle UHPWM will generate an
extremely narrow interference pulse. To prevent the
interference pulses effects to the driving circuit, a circuit
is offered in this design. Firstly, the sine wave signal is
sent to a comparator and output the high and low
electrical level signal. And then this high and low
electrical level signal and SPWM pulse signal are sent to
AND gate to remove the interference signal, as is shown
in Figure.7. It is the pulse signal after removing the
interference by AND gate in Figure.8 [11]-[13].

Figure 7.Circuits for removing interference signal.

Figure 8.The pulse signal after removing the interference signal.

IV. MOSFET DRIVE CIRCUIT

The author uses IR2110 which is high pressure
suspension type bootstrap driver chip as the driver
module, the external circuit of IR2110 chip is shown in
Figure.9.As is shown in the Figure.9, SPWM pulse is
sent to HIN and LIN, HO and HI are the output pins of
the two driver. The follows are features of the diode: a.
can block high pressure of DC trunk; b. low charge loss;
c. Forward Current Capability is the product of Qg and

switching frequency; d. low Sink Current Capability; e.
ultra-fast switching speed.
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Figure 9.External circuits of IR2110.
The power supply for the internal high voltage

module of the chip is from the bootstrap capacitor. To
ensure sufficient power supply for the drive circuit of
the high pressure module, the capacitance value is
neither too small to meet the driving requirements of

wide pulse, nor too big to effect the drive signal. The
capacitor should be selected from the switch operating
frequency, switching speed, and other characteristics.
As usual the capacitor can be decided by debugging in
the design, the capacitor values 4.7 F in this design [1].

V. THE MATLAB SIMULATION

To verify the feasibility of the scheme, the author set
up simulation of single-phase SPWM full bridge inverter
in MATLAB simulation environment. The system
simulation model is shown in Figure.11. The simulation
results show that pulse modulation stable and low
interference. The inverter output waveform distortion.

Figure 10.Control circuits of single-phase sine wave full-bridge inverter
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Figure 11.System simulation block diagram.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Research and design a control circuit of single-phase
sine full-bridge inverter which is based on ICL8038 as
the reference sine wave generator chip, SG3525 as
control chip and IR2110 as drive chip. Simulation results
verify the feasibility of the circuit. The circuit structure is
simple, easy to implement, and can improved full bridge
inverter control system anti-interference ability and
reliability.
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Optimal Design And Study For Pipeline Diameter
Of District Heating System

Xianliang Yang; Cuicui Huang
Energy and Power Engineering College, North China Electric Power University, Baoding, China

Abstract—For the central heating supply network with
fixed structure, an objective function equation of a primary
network in a central heating system is set up, taking the
least sum of the heating system infrastructure investment
costs and operation energy consumption costs in the life
cycle as optimization goal, and its constraints are
operational characteristics of the primary network. For a
municipal water supply network , using the penalty interior
point method to calculate the objective function. Finally,
comparing the method with traditional design method
through an example, Pointing out this method is not only
can meet the design requirements, but also save the cost of
investment.

Index Terms—heating pipe network, objective function,
investment cost, penalty interior point method

I. INTRODUCTION

The central heating system consists of three parts: heat
sources, networks and consumers. As an important part
of the central heating system, heat networks bear the task
that delivering and assigning the heat from the heat
source to each user timely, and has played the role of a
bridge connecting the heat networks and consumers. The
design rationality of heat-supply network is directly
related to the initial investments and operation costs of
the whole heat-supply system. Therefore, reasonable
selection of the diameters is of great concern to the cost
saving[1]. Traditional heat-supply network engineering
design is according to the allowable range of the pipe
flow, the economic specific frictional resistance and the
velocity to determine the diameter without considering
the effect of the size of the diameter on the infrastructure
investment costs and operating costs, but the diameter
meeting the conditions is not the only one, therefore
selection of the diameters is blind very much, and then
bring about wasting of the initial investments and
operation costs[3-7]. In view of this, this paper puts
forward the following design method.

A. Mathematical Model
Mathematical model of global optimization in the

complex heat-supply network mainly includes two
aspects: one is the objective function, taking account of
the capital construction investment and operation energy
consumption costs, and the decision variable is the
diameter; the other is the constraint condition in the
network design, including the flow ,pressure, velocity
and diameter constraints.

B. Establishment of The Objective Function
The cost of heat-supply network includes four parts:

infrastructure investment costs, operation energy
consumption costs, thermal lost costs and maintenance
costs. To a certain specific central heating supply
network , the thermal lost costs and maintenance costs
when operating mainly depend on the size and capability
of heating area, and the heating demand and capacity is
certain, as a result, the above two costs can be treated as
constant. Therefore, the total cost of heat-supply network
depends on the infrastructure investment costs and
operation energy consumption costs, they are
interdependent. To a heating network with fixed layout,
if choosing the smaller diameter, then infrastructure
investment costs will reduce and the operation energy
consumption costs will increase; otherwise the opposite.
Consequently, we should fully take into account the two
aspects when designing, so that making sure the total
cost minimum in its life cycle.
Capital Construction Investment

Infrastructure investment costs include all costs of the
infrastructure, such as pipe, insulation, pipe laying and
construction etc. Annual infrastructure investment
costs( npC ) can be written into the function of pipe
diameter and pipe length:





n

i
iinp ldfC

1
)( (1)

Where: npC is the infrastructure investment costs, ten
thousand dollars;
n is the pipe section number;

id is the nominal bore about pipe section i, m;
il is the length about pipe section i, m;

)( idf is the cost per meter about pipe section i, ten
thousand dollars/m.

Outdoor heat-supply pipe network adopts directly
buried installation without compensation, its cost per
meter of hot-water pipe and its heating scale and cost of
circulating water pump with different model number and
specification can be figured out according to the National
Municipal Engineering Investment Estimation Index.
The cost of hot-water direct buried pipeline can see table
1, the cost of circulating water pump can see table 2. The
results in table 1 can be fitted into curve equations by lest
square method as shown in figure 1.

As you can see from figure 1, the polynomial
relationship between pipeline investment and pipe
diameter is:
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24.0433.0021.0)( iii dddf  (2)
So the cost of construction can be written as:





n

i
iiinp lddC

1

2 )4.0433.0021.0( (3)

TABLE I. THE COST OF THE DIRECT BURIED PIPELINE

Nominal bore
/mm

Cost/(ten
thousand
dollars/m)

Nominal
bore/mm

Cost/(ten
thousand
dollars/m)

80 0.053 450 0.311
100 0.0641 500 0.348
125 0.078 600 0.421
150 0.090 700 0.512
200 0.1211 800 0.632
250 0.146 900 0.701
300 0.1861 1000 0.840
350 0.235 1200 1.137
400 0.269

TABLE II. THE COST AND HEATING SCALE OF CIRCULATING
WATER PUMP

Circulating water pump's
model number and

specification

Price
/ten thousand

dollars

Heating scale
/ten thousand

m2

Number of
units

G=180m3/h, 2.7 5 2
G=360m3/h, 3.8 10 2
G=500m3/h, 4.5 15 2

G=700m3/h ,H=42m,N=132K 8 20 2
G=420m3/h, 4.3 25 3
G=500m3/h,

H=45m,N=110KW 7.5 30 3
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Figure 1. The curve about the cost of direct buried pipeline
In order to make the data more accurate, adding the

purchasing expense about circulating water pump( nbC )





p

i
nbinb CC

1
(4)

Where: nbC is the purchasing expense about circulating
water pump, ten thousand dollars;
P is number of units about circulating water pump, unit;

nbiC is the price about per circulating water pump, ten
thousand dollars/unit.
Operating Cost

Annual operation energy consumption costs of the
pipe network mainly refer to the operating electricity
consumption, it relates to these elements: flow capacity,
lift ,operating time, operating efficiency of the
circulating water pump, local electricity etc. The annual
operation cost ( dC ) is:

0
13600

1
id

p

i
id njPC 



 (5)

Where: dC is the annual operation cost, ten thousand

dollars;
P is the unit number of circulating water pump, unit;

iP is the operating efficiency about the circulating water
pump i, kw;

0in is the annual operating time about circulating water
pump i, h;

dj is the local electricity, dollar/kwh.

And because:
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i
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P  (6)
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2
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Where: iG is the export flow about the circulating water
pump i, t/h;

iH is the lift about the circulating water pump i, Pa ;

 is the density of hot water, 3/ mkg ;
j is the percentage of local resistance, %;

K is the equivalent roughness on pipeline’ inner wall,
mm;
 is the motor power, taking 0.6～0.8.

So:

ijid

n

i i

i
d lnj

d
KG

C )1(10911.1 0
1

25.52

25.03
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 (8)

C. Constraint Condition
Node Flow Continuity Constraint

0 i
j

ij QG i=1,2,3,…,N (9)

Where: j is the associated node with node i;
ijG is the pipeline flow associated with node i, t/h;
iQ is the flow from node i to the out, t/h;

N is the total number of nodes.
Pressure Constraint

0
kl

iH k=1,2,3,…,N (10)

Where: kl is the pipe network loop k;
iH is the pressure drop of pipeline i about the loop.

Users, Node Head Demand Constraint
ysisi HH ,,  i=1,2,...U (11)

Where: siH , is the calculation pressure about heat user i,
OmH 2 ;

ysiH , is pre-reservation pressure, OmH 2 ;
U is the total number of the heat consumers.
The Standard Diameter Constraint

The maximum diameter is DN1400,and the minimum
diameter is DN15 which is available in engineering, the
minimum diameter about outdoor heat-supply network is
just like DN50, the decision variable d should be chosen
in the diameter range available in engineering. Therefore,
the diameter range constraint is:

maxmin ddd i  (12)
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The Pipe Velocity Constraint
According to the city heat-supply network standard,

the medium flow rate in the pipe network is usually not
more than 3.5m/s.

5.3
9.0

0 2 
i

i
i d

G
v


(13)

Among them, the hydraulic calculation about heat-
supply network immediately satisfy the node flow
continuity constraint, the pressure constraint and the
users, node head demand constraint. The cost of
construction is belong to the input which were finished
once, and the operating costs need to be done every year,
so we can consider the time value of capital using future
value method, that is the less about the total cost of life
cycle the more in the condition with the same income.

D.The Establishment of The Mathematical Model
According to the above analysis, an objective function

equation can be set up, taking the least sum of the
infrastructure investment costs and operation energy
consumption costs in the life cycle, expressing the
terminal value of the total cost in the end of the life cycle
using F, that is:
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Among them: i is the discount rate; N is the periodic
numbers of life cycle, taking N as 15 in this paper.

II. NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING METHOD

A. Internal Penalty Function Method
SUMT method [13] ( Sequential Unconstrained

Minimization Technique)that is sequential unconstrained
minimization technique, also be called penalty function
method. Its principle is structuring a new objective
function that is the penalty function by using the
objective function and constraint function of the problem,
then transforming the constrained optimization problem
into a unconstrained one of the penalty function to solve.
Penalty function method is divided into the internal
penalty function method and the exterior penalty
function method. The internal penalty function method
always starts from the feasible point on the iteration
process, and searches on the interior of the feasible
region. Therefore this method applies to optimization
problems which have only inequality constraints. This
paper will employ the internal penalty function method
to solve the problem. Introducing briefly the internal
penalty function method below:

This paper considers the problem:




 0)(..
)(min

Xgts
Xf

i

i=1, 2, 3, ....m
Let the set    miXgXD i ,...2,1,0)(/0 , 0D

denotes the set of all strictly feasible interior point in the
feasible region.

Structuring the obstacle function:
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the obstacle term, r as the obstacle factor. So the problem
is transformed into a series of extreme value problems:

),(min
0

k
DX
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, getting )( k
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B. The Iteration Step of Internal Penalty Function
Method

(1) Given a permissible error 0 , taking 01 r ,
10   ;

(2) Obtaining a interior point of the constraint set D,
00 DX  , ordering k=1;

(3) Letting 01 DX k  as initial point, solving
),(min

0
k

DX
rXI

 , among which setting the optimal solution of
0DX  as 0)( DrXX k

k 

(4) To test whether it meet  
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k
i Xgr
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)(ln or




m

i i
k Xg
r
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1

, if meet then stop the iteration,
kXX * ; otherwise kk rr 1 , ordering k=k+1,

returning(3).
The calculation process about internal penalty

function method is showing as below:

Figure2. The flow chart about internal penalty function method

III. EXAMPLE CHECKING PRESENTS

As figure 3-the graph layout about hot water heating
network in a certain city in Hebei Province shows that it
is composed mainly of one heat source and 14 heating
power stations, the calculation water-supply temperature
and the water-return temperature are: 1301 t ℃,

802 t ℃. The total heating scale of the heating power
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station is 238 million ㎡ , the designed discharges
respectively are: 133.27 ht / , 141.01 ht / , 165.08 ht / ,
163.36 ht / , 137.57 ht / , 142.73 ht / , 147.89 ht / ,
149.61 ht / , 171.96 ht / , 154.76 ht / , 146.17 ht / ,

130.69 ht / , 134.13 ht / , 128.97 ht / . In the light of flow
equilibrium, we can figure out the calculated flow rate
flow of every pipe section, as shown in table 2. The pipe
network adopts non-compensating buried laying mode,
the insulation materials use polyurethane foam plastic,
the protection layer use polyethylene plastic. For the
percentage of local resistance, the main pipe takes 0.2,
the separated and branch pipe take 0.3, the
comprehensive square thermal index takes
65 2/ mW .Taking mK 3105.0  , dni 1200  , %10i ,

aN 15 7.0 KWhyuanjd /8.0
3/4.958 mkg

.
According to the former proceeding optimization method,

carrying out the hydraulic calculation for the actual pipe
network to determine the diameter, the calculation results
are shown in table 3, the comparisons about all costs are
shown in table 4.

Figure3. The graph layout about hot water heating network in a certain
city in Hebei Province

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF THE DESIGN RESULTS ABOUT THE PIPELINE NETWORK PARAMETERS

Pipe section

The flow
in pipe
section
/(t/h)

The length
about pipe

section
/m

The total
length after

conversion /m

New design Original design

Resistanc
e /MPa

Pipe
diameter

/mm

Velocity in pipe
section
/(m/s)

Resistanc
e

/MPa

Pipe
diameter

/mm

Velocity in pipe
section
/(m/s)

Heat
source-B1 2047.19 400 480 0.021 650 1.79 0.027 600 1.96

B1-B2 1913.92 280 336 0.013 650 1.67 0.017 600 1.83

B2-B3 1772.91 100 120 0.004 650 1.55 0.005 600 1.7

B3-B4 1607.83 530 636 0.067 500 2.37 0.057 500 2.21

B4-B10 694.71 330 396 0.020 350 2.09 0.023 400 1.54

B10-B11 539.95 392 470.4 0.030 300 2.22 0.032 350 1.52

B11-B12 263.09 500 600 0.065 250 1.55 0.021 300 1.02

B12-R13 134.13 80 96 0.008 150 2.20 0.007 200 1.16

B4-B5 913.12 100 130 0.007 400 2.11 0.006 450 1.53

B5-B6 749.76 300 390 0.028 350 2.26 0.026 400 1.65

B6-B7 612.19 480 624 0.059 300 2.51 0.054 350 1.73

B7-B8 469.46 160 208 0.027 300 1.93 0.011 350 1.33

B8-B9 297.5 260 338 0.047 250 1.76 0.015 300 1.15

B9-R8 149.61 265 344.5 0.045 150 2.46 0.033 200 1.29

B1-R1 133.27 84 109.2 0.010 200 1.23 0.008 200 1.15

B2-R2 141.01 120 156 0.016 200 1.30 0.013 200 1.22

B3-R3 165.08 200 260 0.036 200 1.52 0.010 250 0.92

B5-R4 163.36 80 104 0.008 200 1.51 0.004 250 0.99

B6-R5 137.57 50 65 0.009 150 2.26 0.005 200 1.19

B7-R6 142.73 100 130 0.060 150 2.34 0.011 200 1.23

B9-R7 147.89 60 78 0.039 150 2.43 0.007 200 1.27

B8-R9 171.96 380 494 0.073 200 1.59 0.020 250 0.96

B10-R10 154.76 200 260 0.009 150 2.54 0.008 250 0.86

B11-R11 146.17 115 149.5 0.065 150 2.40 0.014 200 1.26

B11-R12 130.69 350 455 0.046 150 2.14 0.033 200 1.13

B12-R14 128.97 50 65 0.009 150 2.12 0.005 200 1.11

Marking: the original design result is based on the
hydraulic calculation table about the thermal pipe
network from The Design Manual for Thermal Pipeline

to calculate.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
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A. For the central heating supply network with fixed
structure, setting up an objective function equation with
the least sum of the infrastructure investment costs and
operation energy consumption costs, and applying it to
the network design, finally proving that it can save
investment cost.

B. Applying the internal penalty function method to
solve the objective function equation, and analyzing the
problem through an example. Compared this method
with the original design, the total cost can be saved by
more than 4%.

C. The optimization design method can not only
provide theoretical basis for the engineering design
personnel, but also can provide technical assurance for
the efficient and energy saving operation about the
system. It is of great both theoretical and practical
significance.

TABLE IV. THE COMPARISON OF COSTS

New design Original
design saving

The Infrastructure Investment
Costs /ten thousand dollars 5219.12 5694.82 475.7

The Operation Energy
Consumption Costs ten thousand

dollars
1177.56 978.06 -190.5

The Purchasing Expense About
Circulating Water Pump /ten

thousand dollars
21.5 12.9 -8.6

The Total Cost /ten thousand
dollars 6418.18 6685.78 267.6
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The Development and Implementation of Lathe
Simulator

Hongge Fu; XiaoGuang Wang
North China Institute of Aerospace Engineering/Department of Mechanical Engineering, LangFang, China

Abstract—A lathe simulator has been developed and tested.
It includes two parts: the physical and virtual part. The
physical part is constructed based on Lathe motor system of
an actual lathe. With the virtual part, the computer can
display the work-piece rotation, the chips, the sound and the
translation of the cutter on the screen in real time. In
addition, there are machines introduction and the internal
structure of lathe. The simulator provides a good platform
for lathe learning beginners and students to learn and
practice.

Index Terms—lathe; simulator; virtual reality; machining
operations

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality is a high and new technology in recent
years, which using computer simulation to create a 3D
virtual world, to provide users simulation about senses
such as vision, hearing, touch, let users be personally on
the scene. It is becoming increasingly popular for a wide
range of applications, such as education and training for
areas including automobile, machine and engineering.

A typical application example is used for engineering
education and training, Simulation can help beginners to
acquire some basic operating skills safely and effectively,
especially when there is a danger or high cost in training
with an actual machine. For example, It is necessary for
the trainee to train with a flight simulator before he or she
obtain the pilot qualification.

In the process of learning machine operation, it is
known that a wrong operation may damage to the
operator or the machine. So, it is important to make a
equipment which provided with a warning message and
operational safety information when a dangerous action is
appeared during a beginner’s training stage.

As a result, a lathe simulator was developed and
implemented. Lathe simulator is a system for Machine
operators and students to learn the basic knowledge of
metal cutting and operating skills. It have virtual
functions such as a feeling of force, sense of sight,
hearing and touch and provides the operator, in real-time,
with some real feeling, as if he or she were operating an
actual lathe.

II. THE WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THE LATHE SIMULATOR

Lathe simulator is a simulation system integrated of
technology such as machinery, electronics, computer,
simulation of the simulation equipment. The main
purpose of designing the simulator is to simulate the
basic function of the CA6140 lathe. As shown in figure1,

lathe simulator is mainly composed of lathe model,
sensor, A/D converter, single-chip microcomputer,
computer, etc equipment.

Figure 1. The Lathe Simulator

Figure 2. The Working Figure of The Lathe Simulator

As shown in figure 1, the lathe simulator is composed
of two parts. The first part is the lathe model on the left;
its appearance is designed according to the lathe CA6140
and is mainly used in signal perception, acquisition signal,
the signal processing. There are spindle, apron, tailstock,
small plate box and all fitted with sensors in the
movement direction. There are also D/A converters, the
Single chip microcomputer and Wireless transmission
module in the model.

The second part is a 3D model on the right. It is
build according to the proportion of 1:1 based on
CA6140 lathe by computer, which can reflect the action
of lathe model in real-time and there also add the internal
structure of CA6140 video in the virtual reality software,
which help beginners to study.

Figure 3. The Working Principle Diagram of the Lathe Simulator

As shown in figure 2, when the operator operate the
lathe model with the joystick and buttons, the spindle
rotate and tool feed. As is shown in figure 3, the sensor
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collection the movement information of the lathe model,
and sent into the Single chip microcomputer through a
D/A converter, the Single chip microcomputer deal with
the information and send it to the computer throng
Wireless transmission module or the Computer serial port.
3D model of lathe in the computer makes the
corresponding action, send out the scene according to the
variation of data. Meanwhile, the computer calls the
visual processing module to Simulate of the chips and
lights, which will be shown by the CRT. As a result, the
simulation of cutting scene can be reached. Besides the
cutting scene, the computer also calls the sound synthesis
module to simulate the sound of the real cutting, which is
broadcast by the sound box.

III. FUNCTION OF SIMULATING THE CUTTING FORCE

In actual cutting process and a turning job with manual
feed, the operator feeds the byte to cut into the work-
piece, and then moves the byte along the feed direction to
Cutting the work piece. In this case, the cutting force
acting on the byte transmits to the cross slide and the
carriage through the tool rest, and further to the feed
handles. So, the operator feels the cutting resistance to the
material while turning the feed handles.

Figure 4. The Working Principle of the Four-Bar Linkage

Figure 5. The Four-Bar Linkage to Simulate the Cutting Force

In this lathe model, As shown in figure 4, 5, A Four-
bar linkage is used to simulate the cutting force. When
the feed shaft moves to the left to Cut the work piece, the
top of the four-bar linkage rod will touch the friction rod,
which can make the friction block in a state of press, and
there is a relative movement from of friction from the
friction block and the friction rod, so as to simulate the
cutting force. By contrast, when the feed shaft moves in
the opposite direction, the top of the four-bar linkage rod
will decline, so that the friction piece and friction rod is
in a state of relaxation, then the cutting force can not be
feel.

IV. DISPLAY OF THE SENSE OF SIGHT

Quest3D VR Edition 4.3, the programming
environment employed in the simulator’s software, is an
effective real-time 3D construction tools. Compared with
other construction of visualization tools, such as web
pages, animation, graphics editing tool, Quest3D can
interact with objects in real time editing environment.
Figure 6 shows a schematic of the 3D model of the lathe
in the CRT.

Figure 6. The 3D Model of the Lathe

There is a FM sound board in the simulator to produce
working sound effects. Four sound source files, which
correspond respectively to the sound of spindle rotation,
the sound of a warning (e.g. emergency stop sound of
lathe) and the sound of the spindle rotation and cutting
the material have been implemented. The sound is
automatically selected and executed based on operation
status in progress so as to perform the sound effect.

There is also a collision module in the software. When
the tool cut the work piece, the sensor detect the relative
displacement of cutter and work piece, the software calls
the collision module, and chips appear in the virtual
environment. As a result, the actual cutting process is
reflected in real-time.

V.CONCLUSION

A lathe simulator has been developed to safely and
efficiently enhance metal cutting skills for the beginners
and students in industrial high schools and so on. The
main functions and characteristics of the simulator are:

1. The lathe simulation can respond correctly and
directly to the handles in the lathe model related to the
operator’s action and can display it on screen in real-time.

2. With the Four-bar linkage, the simulator can
provide the operator with a sufficiently real feeling of
force and touch as if he or she were operating an actual
lathe.

3. With the three-dimensional model, the operator
can know the external and internal structure of lathe more
well.

4. The sounds of spindle rotation, cutting, and
warnings, are designed to simulate real cutting
environment.
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Architectural CAD Course Construction in
Higher Vocational Teaching

Chen Yu; Gao Haiying
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Abstract—Aiming at the shortcomings in the past
architectural CAD course teaching, the application of
project teaching method in the CAD class studied the
project teaching method. The project teaching method can
cultivate students' good learning and innovation ability,
realize the teaching objective.

Index Terms—CAD,project teaching method,teaching mode

I. PROBLEMS EXISTING IN THE TRADITIONAL TEACHING
OF ARCHITECTURE CAD

The construction of CAD teaching must be combined
with construction application, if it is separated from the
application architecture, CAD can not be called a
building CAD. At present, many colleges and
universities in the construction of CAD course as an
independent course, students in the learning process to
focus only on the software of learning and drawing skills
training, they ignore the needs of practical CAD
architecture. Architecture requirements of students
learning CAD can draw construction plans, some
temporary construction drawings and construction
process.

In the ‘Architectural CAD’ construction of curriculum,
teaching process is based on the traditional software

methods of operation and command line. The teacher
explains how to use the command, and then the students
practice own. Students complete a teaching content and
then some exercises, so that the students often are in a
passive position.[1]

The CAD command is various; the students in the
“simple repetitive operation duck indoctrination”
teaching mode face the various commands, and then lose
patience soon, reduce the learning interest. When the
students were asked to draw construction plans complete
drawings, students often feel unable to start, the
knowledge is scattered, difficult to digest, causing the
disconnection between theory and practice, are not up to
the good results of learning.

Fig 1. The main idea of the project teaching method

Fig 2. Construction site layout plan
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Fig 3. Dorm plan

II. THE MAIN IDEA OF THE PROJECT TEACHING METHOD

As shown in Figure 1, design of project teaching
method is to break the original subject system, based on
real project tasks as the carrier, to decompose and
reconstruct knowledge. Adopt project teaching, in the
teaching process, drawing process and drawing
command is repeated practice, but the task is not
repeated, repeated drawing constantly; improve the
students' ability to command operation.

Reform of the teaching method is divided into three
parts, set tasks, and carries on the reasonable design of
its; used as a carrier, to optimize the teaching content;
teaching method driven by task, project teaching, action
oriented reform and practice of curriculum. Teachers are
teaching syllabus as a guide to prepare plans and design
teaching tasks. The teacher according to the teaching task
to select project graphic example is the key of the task
driving method.

Graphic examples are two types, one is a graphic
example of another project examples.Best graphic
example is very typical, it can make the students
understand the function and use method of tool
command from the drawing procedure in the instance.
Graphic example is to familiarize students with the best
common graphics and simple as possible, so that students
easily grasp and understand, so that students are more
self-confidence.[2]

As shown in Figure 2 and 3,teachers explain the
complete contents of a cell, you can explain a number of
examples of integrated projects, plus the contents of the
entire unit to review and consolidate. Consolidated
Graphics instance of each unit is part of a complete set of
construction drawings, construction drawings, including
floor plans, elevations, sections and details. Teachers
explain several examples of complete integrated graphics
unit, but also to explain over a complete set of
construction drawings, so that students learn more

systematic, more about the practical application of CAD
in construction, but also to improve the students'
motivation to learn . [3]

Before each class, the teacher told the students to learn
what the unit can do things courses, open to students to
see examples of integrated graphics, so that students
understand the course of the unit by learning what you
can do, and then told the students to draw such instances
must master these graphics What knowledge, thereby
increasing interest in students who want to understand
and learn.Followed by examples of typical graphics
rendering carefully designed to integrate command to
explain the process of learning, allowing students to
easily understand the role and use of tools; finally,
finished a unit, and then by explaining a number of
instances to consolidate the integrated graphics
knowledge. And hands-on class, the students are in the
room, the teacher several graphic examples of each
finished soon allow students to practice on the computer,
the teacher then followed the students to practice
speaking after the finish, so it easier for students to
master the use of tools.

III. INNOVATION AND EXPLORATION OF THE TEACHING
MODE

Projects Teaching is the case as a teaching material,
will introduce students to the practical problems of a
teaching method, students under the guidance of teachers,
through discussion form, quiz questions, analyze case
studies of projects put forward ideas, do judgment and
decision making. Projects will focus on teaching students
to develop analytical skills and decision-making on
capacity.

Teaching is the actual driving task given a specific
task, so that students complete the task while to learn to
think, relatively complete understanding of the problem,
to the knowledge be constructed so as to achieve the
purpose of teaching methods of teaching. The whole
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process of teaching and learning tasks as the main line,
teaching content implicit in it. Task-driven teaching
method focuses on the cultivation of students' innovative
thinking and self-learning ability.

‘Case + Tasks’ in teaching in the teaching mode is a
combination of both, case teaching method used in
teaching the theory, when using task-driven teaching
skills practice, first developed in accordance with the
actual situation of the task, then the task of situations, the
actual construction applications drawings, for example,
to enable students to apply the skills learned
autonomously construct knowledge. By teaching practice
in recent years found that ‘Case + Task Method’ in
‘Architecture CAD’ Teaching for solving the above
problems with good results.

IV CONCLUSION

By building project teaching system, can both practice
and theory, to make up for lack of appropriate, to achieve
training objectives, a strong impetus to the reform of
vocational teaching architectural CAD courses. Teaching
system reform projects in line with the formation of the
Professional Competence law, to explore ways of

professional and technical application of science ability.
After intensive training and ethics of professional skills
training and hands-on application capabilities can
improve the comprehensive ability students, vocational
training of qualified personnel.
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Adaptive Synchronization for Fractional-order
Chaotic Systems Based on Observer
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Abstract—Considering the adaptive synchronization of a
class of fractional chaotic system in which the parameters
are unknown and the state can not be all measured, the
adaptive method combined with the observer are discussed,
and moreover, by means of the theory of fractional-order
calculus, the controller and adaptive law based on state
observer are obtained. The theory of synchronization
method is strict, easy to realize, and retains the nonlinear
part, strong robustness, the synchronization of short time.
The academic basis of the adaptive synchronization of a
class of fractional chaotic system is provided. Finally, after
the fractional-order Rossler System is discussed, the
adaptive synchronization for fractional-order chaotic
systems in which parameters are unknown and the state
can not be all measured is realized. Theoretical analysis and
computer simulation show the validity of the method.

Index Terms—fractional, synchronization, adaptive,
observer

Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION

Although fractional calculation has nearly 300-year
history, a high degree of attention of which has not been
caused for a long time. However, with the further
research of integer order chaotic system in the recent 10
years, scientists and engineers have gradually realized
the many fine features of the fractional, and a crazy
research of fractional order chaotic systems has been
raised [2-3]

Owing to few studies of the fractional order system,
the control method is also relatively simple [4-5],
furthermore most of the control is achieved in the single
condition of the system parameters are unknown or
status can not be fully measured [6-8].However, to take
general physical process into account, the parameters and
state variables of the chaotic system can not be obtained.
The synchronization control of fractional chaotic system
in which the parameters are unknown and the state can
not be fully measured has not been largely reported.

In order to consider fully the issue, the adaptive
synchronization method and the nonlinear state observer
are combined in this article, by means of the theory of
fractional-order calculus, the estimated state of the
observer instead of the state variables of the adaptive law
and control law, and moreover, the control law and
adaptive law based on a nonlinear state observer are
given. The theoretical basis of the adaptive
synchronization of a class of uncertain fractional chaotic
system is provided. Theoretical analysis and computer
simulation show that the strategy can realize the adaptive

synchronization of a class of fractional chaotic system in
which the parameters are unknown and the state can not
be fully measured.

Ⅱ.THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND PROBLEM
DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

Fractional chaotic system is described as follows:

 ,xfAx
dt

xd




(1)
,10   nnR A ,

nRx ,  xf as a nonlinear
term , System (1) as the drive system, Response system
as follows:

  ,d y Ay f y u
dt



   
(2)

,10   n nA R Response system is unknown and

the estimated parameter vector,
nRy ,  yf for a

nonlinear term, u for the controller. If the state
error xye  between the response system (2) with the

drive system (1), and error vector  T
21 ,...,, neeee  , to

meet
0)(lim 


te

t , the appropriate controller u and the
corresponding adaptive law are selected.

The typical fractional order chaotic systems and
fractional order hyperchaotic systems such as
Lorenz systems chen system and ssleroR  system
are described in the system (1).

Ⅲ.THE DESIGN OF ADAPTIVE
SYNCHRONIZATION FOR FRACTIONAL-ORDER

CHAOTIC SYSTEMS TO DEFINE
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)(),( yFxF are the matrix mn in which yx,
are state parameters of the system.

The error system of the system (1) and (2) is as
follows:
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( ) ( ) ( )aAe F x e f y f x u     (4)
Lemma 1 For the fractional-order chaotic system (4),

if any eigenvalue  of coefficient matrix A meet

2
arg(  ） , the fractional system is stable.

Theorem 1 If the selected controller
    ,keyfxfu  (5)

),...,( 21 nkkkdiagk 
Parameter adaptive law is

)0(2   ii ek ,
,)]([' exFaae T

a   (6)

So fractional error of system is asymptotically stable
(4).

Proof: Taking the the controller and parameters
adaptive law (5), (6) into the error system (4), we obtain:

   d e Ay Ax f y f x u
dt



     

( ) aAe F x e ke  

aexFekA )()( 
Obviously, the 0e is equilibrium point of the error

system (5), kA  is Jacobi matrix of the System (4) at
the equilibrium point, If the

    3,2,1
2

arg  ikAi
 , and by means of

Lemma 1,the 0e is asymptotically stable equilibrium
point of system (4), therefore, 0lim 


e

t
, the response

system (2) and the drive system (1) can achieve
synchronization.

Considering the above-mentioned conclusion, if the
appropriate matrix k is
selected,     3,2,1

2
arg  ikAi

 , fractional

chaos synchronization of response system (2) and the
drive system (1) can be achieved.

However, when the system state can not be fully
measured, the controller (5) is invalid. In order to
achieve synchronization, a nonlinear state observer to
estimate the state of fractional order chaotic systems is
needed.

Ⅳ.THE DESIGN OF NONLINEAR STATE
OBSERVER

General fractional nonlinear system can be expressed
as

Cxy

xutfyutgAx
dt

xd
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 (7)

nRx is the status of the system,

;, nnnn CA   RR
pm uy RR  , are the output and input of the

system, ),,(),,,( xutfyutg are non-linear mapping, and
),,( xutf satisfies the following Lipschitz condition:

21)2.,()1,,( xxrxutfxutf  , (8)

where r is the Lipschitz constant,  RtRu p , ,

[A, C] is considerable, For (7), the following observer
can be established:
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PR~x , for observed variable; mnR L ,for the gain

matrix.
Proof: To define xxw ~
According to (7) and (9) , the error system is:
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Obviously, LCA is Jacobi matrix of the system (10)
in the equilibrium point. Selecting the appropriate
feedback matrix L [9], and     3,2,1

2
arg  iLCAi

 ,

in the light of Lemma 1, 0w is an asymptotically
stable equilibrium point of system (10), so 0lim 


w

t
,

in other words, (10) is asymptotically stable.

Ⅴ. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In order to verify the validity of the before-mentioned
strategy, the fractional-order ssleroR  system is chosen
as the research object
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Then discussing how to gain the synchronization ,

when the parameters of the system is unknown and the
state can not be fully measured, Considering (11) as the
drive system, the fractional response system is as follows:
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,, 11 ba are the parameters that should be estimated of
the response system,

 T321 ,u,uuu  is the controller, under the control of

u , the drive system(11) and response system (12) can be
achieve the synchronization.
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Then the error system as follows:
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According to (5), the controller is designed as follows:
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According to (6), parameters adaptive law is designed
as follows:
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To estimate the state of the fractional chaotic system, a
nonlinear state observer is devised. If

22 , yx are

obtained in system (11) and (12) ,that is to say, the
corresponding outputs of system (11) and (12) are

22 , yx ,

then the observer of system (11):
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The observer of system (12):
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7930.138,8847.39,0815.27 321  LLL are
obtained. The observation status

iezxyx ~,~,~,~,~
1 )3,2,1,~~~(  ixye iii take

the place of )3,2,1(,,,, 1 iezxyx i in (14)and (15),
the control law and adaptive law based on state observers
are gained.

The simulation results are shown in Figure 1, 2, 3, as
is shown in the figures, because the system is controlled
by the control strategy, the system shock is significantly
reduced in the beginning, and after a very short time, the
synchronization error of the fractional order
systems )3,2,1(0  ie i is finished . The parameter

errors in line with time quickly tends to zero and the
parameters 21 kk , on the basis of time quickly tend to
a constant, which is shown in respective Figure 2 and 3.

Figure 1.Evolution Curves of Error with time

Figure 2. Evolution Curve of Parameter Error with the Time

Figure 3. Evolution Curves of 21 kk , with the Time

Ⅵ.CONCLUSION

In this paper, considering the parameters and state
variables of system are unknown, the control strategy of
adaptive law combined with nonlinear state observer is
put forward to .
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1) Discussing a class of fractional chaotic systems in
which parameters are unknown, the state can not be fully
measured, the control law u and parameter adaptive
laws that contain system state variables x are designed.

2) Considering the objective and the state of controlled
system can not be fully measured, the state observer and
the state estimation of which are respectively achieved.

3) Owing to the estimated state of the system instead
of the state of control input u and parameter adaptive
laws, the control law and adaptive law based on observer
are gained.

The control strategy designed in the paper is simulate,
and the simulation results can be seen, the shock is small
in the beginning, the robustness is strong and
synchronization speed is fast, when st 8.0 , the
synchronization can be achieved, therefore, the
synchronous strategy is feasible.
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Abstract— In this study, we combined with source rock
geology characteristic logging and seismic response, we
build the mathematical relation between quasi TOC curve
and seismic data based on the single well TOC logging date
and seismic internal attribute, it shown that it is not a single
linear relationship that adhered by predecessors, while it
had a complicated nonlinearity relationship. We used
neural network algorithm and SVM to obtain the
optimization relationship between quasi TOC curve and
seismic attribute. We can achieve the goals of TOC
prediction by the method of seismic inversion, Therefore,
frequency division inversion method is introduced. The first
of all, by using the neural network algorithm, optimal
combinations of seismic attributes are identified; the second
of all, spectrum analysis determining the effective
frequency band range of data, and the original seismic data
are divided into low, medium, high frequency data by using
wavelet frequency division technology; the third of all, by
using SVM, calculate the relationship between amplitude
and frequency (AVF) under different thickness ,
introducing AVF relationship into the inversion, thus, the
nonlinear mapping relation between TOC curve and
seismic waveform is established. Finally, the inversion
results is obtained.

Index Terms—TOC; Separate-frequency inversion; SVM;
AVF; Spectral Decomposition

I. INTRODUCTION

Since drilling cost too much in offshore basin, and the
most of prospect wells lie in the high position of
structure where usually lack of source rock, the wells
which encounter source rock and the proper source rock
samples are limited. Meanwhile the source limitedly
distribute in region. It costs much to analysis the TOC of
source rock in geochemical methods. The traditional
geologic research methods cannot obtain continuous
TOC in region, and it is difficult to predict regional
source rock. How to economically 、 efficiently and
accurately predict source rock by limited data becomes
difficulty in offshore basin research. The results of
research show a mathematical relationship between the
various logging parameters and TOC,(Meyer B L et al.
1984) according to this relationship, an appropriate
quantitative prediction model, can be established
quantitatively to predict single well TOC of source rock.
(Fertl W H et al. 1988)The advantage of source rock
logging evaluation is the definition in “point”. The
regional source rock prediction usually stresses on the
seismic facies recognition of sedimentary facies which is

dark mudstone and shale, while not all dark mudstone
and shale are rich of organic carbon, part of them can
become effective source rock which contribute to
hydrocarbon reservoir. The advantage of source rock
prediction in seismic facies is that it can roughly confirm
the beneficial area of source rock plane distribution, but
it cannot quantitatively predict regional TOC. The
geophysical inversion method combined with logging-
seismic data is relatively seldom used in the regional
quantitative prediction of TOC at present.

In this article, we firstly quantify the geophysical
responses characteristic of source rock, based on the
advantage of logs’ longitudinal magnification in
“point”,(Herrson S L 1988)building the relationship
between the TOC of testing samples and logs. (Mann U P
et al. 1988)At the same time, using the relationship of
well and seismic, we can transform the seismic data
which is in “point” into ”line”, as a result, the regional
TOC can be predicted.

Ⅱ. PREDICTION METHODS OF SOURCE ROCK

A. Technical Ideas
The organic carbon content geophysical prediction

method is mainly based on organic carbon content (TOC)
value tested by a few single well in source rock, using
mathematical algorithms to establish the measured
organic carbon content value and the mathematical
relationship between different logging data, applying the
mathematical relationship to value and predict organic
carbon content of source rock in the other no single
well.(Herron S L 1987)The advantages of single well
logging evaluation method of organic carbon content
source rock is TOC values accurately, but is limited to
well point, difficult to predict source rock in regional
area.

In the organic carbon content of seismic prediction,
the commonly used method is to directly establish the
measured linear relationship between TOC value and GR
value, Then though the acoustic curve fitting by GR
curve, establishing the relationship of pseudo wave
impedance and TOC value, finally inverse source rocks
TOC profile. The advantage of this method is rapid and
direct, but the drawback is obvious. Firstly, it often does
not exist linear relationship between the measured TOC
value and GR, which will cause based value low
accuracy in the TOC before inversion extrapolation, the
inversion results not accurate. Secondly, the method of

http://dict.baidu.com/s?wd=therefore
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directly establish the reconstruction of acoustic curve,
that there is a simple linear relationship between wave
impedance and TOC value, but in the actual research, we
found intersection of pedance value and the TOC value,
linear correlation is low in fact, directly on the original
seismic data is linear until the TOC value, the
authenticity of the will be affected.

During we found the geophysical method of the source
rock prediction in Huizhou depression, formed below the
technical route (Figure 1).

1)Based on log response characteristic of source rock,
using multi logging curve to establish a few measured
TOC value of some mathematical relationship with
logging curves, establishing quasi TOC curve of single
well.

2)Extracting the various seismic internal attributes
from the original seismic profile borehole side, including
the instantaneous, time frequency, filtering, derivative,
integral, time and other property types, and compare
seismic internal attributes and quasi TOC curve
correlation, selecting dominant seismic internal attribute.

3)TOC value prediction of seismic inversion, provided
by two methods.

Method one: the seismic internal attributes were
extracted, and then selecting multiple attribute that is the
most relevant with quasi TOC curve. Using neural
network algorithm to establish mapping between seismic
attributes and quasi TOC curve, finally, inversion
predicted by the relationship between original seismic
data and the TOC value.

Method two: Establishing relationship of the quasi
TOC curve with different frequency band attribute, and
the nonlinear mapping relationship between the
frequency attributes produced by original seismic data
and quasi TOC curve generated by the algorithm of SVM,
inversion forecasted TOC value.

Figure 1. Geophysical Predicted Technology Roadmap of Organic
Carbon Conten TOC Value

B. Calculation method of quasi TOC curve
1)Natural gamma ray spectrometry method
In the sand-shale profile, relative to the sandstone

formation, no matter it contained organic or not in
mudstone, their radioactivity are strong, displayed as a
numeric value is relatively higher in GR. If the
radioactivity of formation is determined by the shale
content in the formation, Natural gamma ray
spectrometry curve often corresponds to higher Th
content, At this time, the relative abundance of TH, and
relative lower of U. If the high radioactive formation is
based on the presence of organic, then, due to the
presence of proportional relation between radioactive

nuclides of U and organic content, at this time, the U
content in the formation will increase, relatively
speaking, abundance of TH is lower in the strata. So, we
can define a parameter, used the description of relative
abundance of U and TH in the strata, this parameter is
called U/TH. (FERTL W H et al. 1980)

Natural gamma ray spectrometry that gap of total GR
and removing-U GR not only can provide the strata in
the abundance of 3 radioactive nuclides series (potassium,
uranium, thorium content), but also can provide counting
rate of total GR and removing-U GR in the formation .
The difference of total GR curve and removing-U GR
has a relationship with content of U in the strata, the
greater difference, the higher content of U in formation,
conversely, the lower the content of U. According to
the relationship between the uranium content and
organic can be inferred, the difference of two gamma
curve has a relationship with organic content in the strata.
The difference is denoted as:

GR SGR CGR  
In the formula; SGR - total GR value; CGR -

Removing-U GR value.
In order to eliminate the effect of borehole

enlargement, also can use the GR / SGR and
GR / GRC .Obviously, the higher content of the

radioactive nuclides of U in the formation, the numerical
value of GR , GR / GRC is greater. When the strata
contained large amounts of potassium rich minerals, the
total radioactivity is higher in the strata, counting rate of
Removing-U GR is higher, the corresponding

GR lower.
4250m-4320m section located in HZ-A well has SGR

and CGR well logging curve. GR / SGR curve that
fitting the SGR and CGR curve, can reflect variation of
organic carbon content of source rock in the strata. Used
organic carbon content of the fitting curve and the
measured core sample value to set up a linear relation, i.e.

 2TOC GR / SGR R 0.146 R 0.852    
And through that relationship could calculate TOC

values, as shown in Figure 2, the correlation between
quasi TOC curves obtained and the measured TOC
values is high, according to high-quality source rock
classification standard of the offshore basins, when TOC
≥ 3 , attributed as high-quality source rock , its thickness
is up to 34 m.

Figure 2. GR / SGR Evaluated Method of Source Rock for HZ – A
Well

2) logR Technology

http://dict.baidu.com/s?wd=dominant%20position
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Passey proposed a logging evaluation method of
source rock, can calculate TOC value of different mature
conditions.(Mohammad Reza Kamalia et al. 2004)This
method is overlaping arithmetic coordinates of the
acoustic logging curve and logarithmic coordinate of
resistivity curve, when two curves in a certain depth
"consistent" as the baseline, the baseline is determined,
then distance of the reading between two curves in
coordinate of resistivity log is logR , the key point of

logR technique application to identify effective source
rock, the characteristics of logging response: difference
time between interval transit time and resistivity do not
overlap, shaped like a discontinuous triangular unit in the
vertical direction . (Passey Q R 1990)

The method that calculate organic carbon of source
rock based on overlaping log curve of resistivity and
interval transit time , which applying the following
formula to calculate logR :

   baseline baselinelog R lg R / R 0.02 t t     
In the formula;

logR : Space of the reading log in coordinate of
resistivity;

R : Resistivity, m  ;
t : Value of acoustic travel time, /s ft ;

baselineR : Resistivity value of non source rock baseline

corresponded to the baselinet
Overlapping curve of LF-A well shown (Figure 3), in

the non source rock section, neutron and sonic curve
coincides well, overlapping section of two well logging
curves as a baseline in 3110m-3140m section of LF - A
well. Used the above formula to calculate logR and
TOC value, fitted the relationship of LF-X well between
the measured TOC and logR

2.298 0.1665log 10 RoTOC R    (Ro: maturity of organic
matter)

The calculated error analysis of between the organic
carbon content of measured samples core values shown
that, calculated values agree well with the measured
values of LF-X well, the error ranged from 2.23% to
11.22%, calculation value has High credibility. When
TOC ≥ 3, curve of interval transit time and resistivity do
not overlap, shaped like a discontinuous triangular unit in
the vertical direction, with response character of a high
organic carbon content value. Shown, with the content of
organic carbon increased the response of logging data of
logging source rock become significantly, which has a
better response of good quality source rocks (effective
source rocks). Evaluated high quality source by the
calculated TOC value, high quality source rocks
thickness of LF-X is up to 26m.

3) Solving the multiple regression formula of TOC
value

Organic carbon contains in source rock and various
parameters of logging have a Mathematical mapping
relationship, for more precise quantitative prediction of
organic carbon from single logging data. People have put

forward ovarious simple equation, bivariate equation or
variable multiple regression equation empirical
quantitative mode which used total organic carbon
content as dependent variables, single or multiple
logging parameters of U and U / K ratio, density, neutron
porosity, interval transit time, resistivity as independent
variables. This method overcomes the shortcomings of a
single response to physical properties in the source rock
and consideres more comprehensive physical properties
of rocks. In the practical research, through analysizing
cross correlation of logging parameters and the TOC
value of measured sample, taking into account the
influence of weight index each logging curve and TOC
value, integrating natural energy spectrum method and
log R method. Establishing single well multiple
regression equation of the organic carbon content and
interval transit time (AC), density (DEN), GR / SGR
and logR , getting the TOC value as the dependent
variable, four logging as independent variable, solving
multiple regression equations of TOC value:

 2 2 .297 0.1688RoTOC 0.452 GR / SGR R 0.146 0.386 logR 10

0.213 AC 0.159 DEN 0.323

        

    

（ ） （ ）

     

Through solving the multiple regression, can avoid the
uncertainty TOC value of single logging curve, improved
correlation between logging curve and forecast of TOC
value and the prediction accuracy of TOC curve.

In practical application, we used 113 samples that
measured organic carbon content value and interval
transit time (AC), the density of DEN, GR / SGR and

logR in the same depth, made multiple regression
analysis from the single parameter to the multi
parameters and multi composition, Compared with using
single parameter、applying above four fitting parameters
to predict organic carbon content will be more accurately,
the correlation coefficient of the predicted organic
carbon content and the measured values of single
parameter is increased from 0.72 to 0.78, the standard
error reduced from 1.72 down to 1.52, the method for
prediction organic carbon content value of single well is
best.

Figure 3.ΔGR/SGR Evaluated Method of Source Rock for HZ–A well

Ⅲ. SEPARATE-FREQUENCY INVERSION

A. Seismic attribute optimization
The previous seismic prediction of TOC value,

considered there is a direct linear relationship between
TOC value and acoustic curves, mostly, directly
transformed the TOC curve into pseudo acoustic curve,

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%a3%b0%e6%b3%a2%e6%97%b6%e5%b7%ae&tjType=sentence&style=&t=interval+transit+time
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e7%83%83%e6%ba%90%e5%b2%a9&tjType=sentence&style=&t=source+rock
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%a3%b0%e6%b3%a2%e6%97%b6%e5%b7%ae&tjType=sentence&style=&t=interval+transit+time
http://dict.baidu.com/s?wd=consider
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and then through the original seismic data inversion into
pseudo wave impedance profile to predict TOC value.
(Russell B H 2004)Using quasi TOC curve obtained
from single well and impedance crossplot (Figure 4), in
the actual can be found TOC value and wave impedance
linear correlation is low, the former method could cause
the large prediction error. (Fu L Y 2004)

During this research, we selected method of seismic
multi-attributes inversion to predict TOC value. Seismic
multi-attribute inversion is process that change seismic
internal attributes into lithologic character curve.Seismic
internal attributes included instantaneous attributes,
time-frequency attributes, filter sections, derivative,
integral property attribute, time (linear gradient) and
other types.(Robinson E A 1957; Robinson E A
1980)Firstly, we selected seismic attributes that have
best fitting advantage degree with the quasi TOC
curve, then, used neural network algorithm to
establish the nonlinear relationship the various
attributes that have selected and quasi TOC curve,
applied this relationship to extrapolate seismic
attribute, finally, we got the prediction of TOC profile.

Figure 4. Crossplot of Quasi TOC Curve And Wave Impedance Value
In the seismic attribute optimization, must be

crossploted and correlation recognition between quasi
TOC curve and multiple attributes generated from
seismic near well , seismic attributes have different
physical significance, the response that predicted
characteristic curve of degree is also different, therefore
it has to repeatly extract and relates system error
calibration of seismic attributes, to screen the optimum
properties. Single attribute for response of characteristic
curve is relatively single, multiple attributes combination
can improve the correlation of quasi TOC curve,
determined the optimal combination of multiple
attributes in the optimization of the training process
(Figure 5), the optimal combination of seismic attributes
are amplitude envelope, 25/30 - 35/40 filter section,
average frequency, trace integration.

When we established combination of seismic multi-
attribute and quasi TOC curve, used the algorithm of
multivariate regression algorithm and neural
network.(Simon Haykin 1999;Lim J S 2005)Multiple
regression algorithm is directly applying the linear
weighted, got linear relationship of the predicted
characteristic curve and multi-attribute of seismic, but
between the seismic attributes combination and the
predicted characteristic curve is not simple linear
relationship , its exists a complex nonlinear relationship.
In the course of practical research, we used of neural

network algorithm, through its independent learning
established the nonlinear mapping relationship between
seismic attributes and quasi TOC curve. Then, used
neural network algorithm to fit, that between borehole
side seismic attributes and quasi TOC curve correlation
degree is 0.87, the average error is 0.59%, with such
obvious effect, shown that this method is effective.

Figure 5. Seismic Multi-Attribute Selection and Fitting Results

B. Prediction method of TOC inversion
1) Method and principle
Seismic data has frequency bandwidth, and trace

gathering of seismic contains high, medium, low,
different frequency components. For a wedge model,
with different frequency and Rick wavelet deconvolution,
get a series of synthetic seismic profile, so as to obtain
curve of amplitude and thickness at different frequencies,
as shown in figure 10-left. Transformed 6-left, you can
get varies relationship of frequency and amplitude in
different time thickness (AVF) shown in figure 6-right.

Though studying the relationship between the
amplitude and frequency of different thickness (AVF),
putting AVF as an independent information into the
inversion, rational used seismic information of high,
medium ,low frequency band, could reduce the
uncertainty of thin layer inversion, and get a high
resolution of the inversion result. Frequency-divided
inversion form frequency body, then applied SVM
technology to establish mapping relationship of division
and the target well curve, changed the frequency
inversion into characteristic curve. Frequency- divided
inversion advantage lies in the relationship between
amplitude and frequency of different thickness strata,
without extracting wavelet, does not depend on the initial
model and nonlinear inversion with high resolution(Zeng
Hongliu et al.2000).
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Figure 6.-above Tuning Curve of Relationship Between the Amplitude
and Time Thickness at Different Frequencies. -Below Amplitude and

Time Thickness At Different Frequencies
2)The principle of wavelet frequency division

2( ) ( )s t L R is Seismic record,
2 ( )L R represent energy

limited function space, ( )g t represent the basic wavelet,
( )s t is defined as below:
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1( , ) ( ) ( )t bS b a s t g dt
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(1)
a represent non-zero real number (called the scale
factor) in the equation, b is a real number (called the

translation factor), ( )g t represent complex conjugate of
( )g t , the inverse wavelet transform for:
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gC
is a real number in the equation, ( )Rg t is real part

of ( )g t , ˆ ( )Rg  represent Fourier transform of ( )Rg t ,
The discretization of integral interval of da , equation(2)
can be written as:
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Frequency division processing of seismic signal
integration interval factor of different scales
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Reconfiguration use time-varying linear combination:
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( )iC b represent time-varying coefficient, called
reconstruction coefficient reconstruction; ( )s b 

represent
Seismic reconstruction signal

Using Marr wavelet processed frequency division, if
the frequency in strict accordance with the doubling
relation, it is reversible strictly, and each frequency
signals are added can restore the original signal, calculate
with minimum error.

Marr wavelet is a real number wavelet, simple
calculation, fast speed, Marr wavelet not only satisfy the
admissible condition of wavelet transform, and has good
local performance, especially in frequency domain and
time domain, morphology of the Marr wavelet consistent
with Ricker wavelet, so it has strong physical meaning.
Marr wavelet is two order derivative of Gauss function,
generating function formula of Marr wavelet is as
follows:

Time domain:
2 2

2 2 2
2( ) (1 ) ( )

t tdt t e e
dt

 
    

(6)
Frequency domain:

2

2 2( ) 2 , ( 0) 0e


  


     (7)

2 mf t replace t in The time domain expression of
Marr wavelet. Which is the expression of the Ricker
wavelet. in frequency domain and time domain,
morphology of the Marr wavelet and Ricker wavelet is
consistent, therefore, can be used Marr wavelet
simulation Ricker wavelet to seismic frequency.

3) Application
1. Through the analysis of the frequency of seismic

profile acrossing the LF-A well, to determine the
effective frequency range (Figure 7-left), shows that the
seismic gathers with 20HZ, 30HZ, 50HZ, three main
frequency components.

2. Using the Wavelet Division Frequency Technology
process original seismic data, Obtain three bands of
divided body, extracted its instantaneous attributes

3. Quasi TOC curve processed by median filtering.
This method is a kind of noise in nonlinear signal
processing technology, the TOC curve is protection of
the edge signal, eliminate the sharp noise, effective
smoothing processing at the same time, also can make
the seismic response characteristics of the vertical
resolution filter and quasi TOC curve basically
unchanged.

4. Main stages of source rock with low frequency
continuous high amplitude reflection, analysis frequency
with the reflection characteristics of seismic profile of
deep lacustrine facies, frequency of source rock is 20HZ
(Figure 7-right). When establish relationship of spectrum
attributes and quasi TOC value curve, outstanded TOC
value response character, increase the weight of
influence coefficient of 20HZ frequency attributes, in
order to enhance the accuracy of prediction of TOC.

5. Using SVM algorithm to calculate the amplitude
and frequency of the different thickness for the seismic
attributes of divided by frequency, put the relationship
into the inversion, established a nonlinear mapping
relationship between pseudo TOC curves and seismic
waveform; eventually, input each frequency attributes,
using having been learning the mapping relation between
the body and the TOC frequency attributes that processed
by SVM to predict the body good, finally, synthesized
TOC value inversion body.

Figure 7. Analysis Seismic Profile and Dominant Frequency Of Semi-
Deep Lacustrine Facies Arcossing LF- A well

Figure 8.TOC Frequency Inversion Profile Arcossing LF - A Well
As shown in the figure8, the LF - A well TOC

frequency inversion profile can reflect the deep
lacustrine facies, Wenchang formation of organic

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e9%a2%91&tjType=sentence&style=&t=spectrum
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%b1%9e%e6%80%a7&tjType=sentence&style=&t=attributes
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carbon content is higher, the overall in the sets of
effective Source Rocks continuous distributed in the
region, TOC value increases on seismic section in
deep subsag, which is more than 2. It reflected
hydrocarbon generation center of the depression, area
of TOC value with high value.

Ⅳ. CONLUSION

During the evaluation process of source rock in the
offshore basin of Huizhou depression, we established
an organic carbon content of geophysical predicted
method, from the measured TOC value and obtained
quasi TOC value curve, to seismic inversion, achieved
the TOC value "kind", "point", "line" stepwise
prediction

1) During obtaining Quasi TOC value curve,
established the multiple regression relationship with
many well logging curve, can be more accurate when
evaluate single well TOC value, and in accordance
with a higher degree.

2) During seismic inversion of quasi TOC curve,
considered a complicated nonlinear relationship
between the TOC value and seismic attributes, the
algorithm of neural network and SVM algorithm has a
better relationship, in the inversion are respectively
introduced multi attribute inversion of seismic
inversion and frequency inversion method to TOC
value inversion.

3) Through geophysical prediction method, to make
up for the quantity of sample limited, Under the
premise of ensuring economic and rapid prediction of
TOC, compared previous seismic methods is more
accurate and quantitative, can evaluate potential
hydrocarbon of Huizhou depression in the region,
provide basis for exploration.
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The Design and Development of Basketball CAI
Couresware

WEI Chunkui
Shandong Jiaotong University, Jinan Shandong China

Abstract—With the development and popularization of
basketball in colleges and the further development of
physical education reform at present, the quality of
basketball teaching is paid more attention by people. With
the rapid development of computers, basketball teaching
with the use of multimedia has been realized. This paper
discusses the necessity of basketball CAI courseware. It
introduces the process of developing and realizing the CAI
courseware by FLASH, DREAMWEAVER software and
the impact on students, teaching and research.

Index Terms—basketball; CAI courseware; Multimedia
material database

I.INTRODUCTION

With the development of modern science and
technology, computer technology has been developed
rapidly in the field of education in our country. And as a
result, a new study area called computer aided education
(CBE), combined by comprehensive teaching and
computer technology, has developed. Especially in
recent years, with the maturity of computer multiply
media, the search and spread of Computer Assisted
Instruction gained a new success. However, in our
country, the manufacture of computer media assisted
software just at the very beginning and its applied range
is also limited. In the 21st century, talents and science
and technology compete sharply .The information
characteristics of epoch will be more obvious. Media
Assisted Instruction will be a crucial approch in
stimulating integration of teaching steps. General
basketball course aims at konwing well about basic
basketball knowledge and tactical ability and developing
teachers. When you go out to be a teacher, you will face
all kinds of students in various school. Doing the subject
well would be benefit of popularizing Multimedia
Computer Assisted Instruction in sports teaching in every
school. Thus, this subject has a very crutical theory and
reality meaning. It will develop a new way in sports
teaching, and also, it would aweaken other teaching
projects besides basketball.

II. RESEARCH OBJECTS AND RESEARCH METHODS

A. Research objects
This research puts the teaching content of general

basketball course for the main content of the courseware,
collecting a large number of relevant pictures and video,
and make corresponding graphics, image and animation,
and making a multimedia courseware used for classroom
collective teaching. This research puts the teaching

content of general basketball course for the main content
of the courseware, collecting a large number of relevant
pictures and video, and make corresponding graphics,
image and animation, and making a multimedia
courseware used for classroom collective teaching.

B. Research methods
The literature material method, expert interview

method, questionnaire, software formation method and
experts identified method , etc

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. The types and modes of the courseware determine
Through the research at General basketball course

teaching syllabus and teaching materials, and experts
interview and questionnaire survey results,it is turn out
that the courseware is a computer assisted teaching
system ,and it is mainly for the students to apply.
Because it is flexible to use ,we can utilize it to
customised study progress and facilitate human-
computer interaction.According to the multimedia course
ware design principles and consider teaching truth as
well proved that the mode of the courseware is collective
teaching pattern.

B. The selection of courseware content
Basketball CAI courseware‘s script was written in

basic accordance with the People's Sports Publishing
House of the Higher Education Sports Elective Course
textbook series "Basketball" ’s order, refer to the various
versions of textbooks and related materials, the content is
carefully conceived, well-produced video and pictures
animation of nearly 200.The selection of courseware
content to the material fully, Primary and secondary
clear, and considers students how to do from simple to
complex, from perceptual knowledge to rational
knowledge of the learning process. The courseware
services to the teaching material, and also can be
separated from the teaching material to form a complete
system.

C. The design of overall courseware knowledge structure
By means of visited experienced teachers and

professors who was engaged in long-period basketball
major teaching ,treat General basketball course teaching
materials as a conception ,based on General course
teaching tasks, proceed with discuss and choose, finally
locate the knowledge points of the basketball Theory
courses. In the light of selected knowledge points to
devise the structure. the result in figure 1
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General Basketball Course Network CAI Courseware
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Figure 1. General basketball course CAI courseware structure

D. The establishment of Multimedia material database
Multimedia material database is the base of the

software design in the multimedia courseware, and the
main content of the courseware system design. Therefore,
based on clearing the teaching task and content,
collecting widely and downloading various related media
material from network media, such as figures, pictures,
music CD/VCD, videos and CD, etc.; meanwhile, with
his own design and manufacture of graphics, image,
animation, using the Windows enclosed recorder
software to edit audio file, and provide commentary.
background music and related media material. Finally
establishing dubbing library, background library, pictures
galleries, synchronous animation library and
synchronous video library and so on, based on
multimedia material database.

E. The design and fabrication for the courseware system
The courseware system mainly use FLASH MX 2004

and Dreamweaver multimedia development system, with
picture disposed software Photoshop 6.0 was
accomplished. The courseware system structure is shown
in figure 2. By considering the need of collective
classroom-teaching, courseware system structure shall
prevail reticular formation, that is knowledge points as a
unit, separately demo the unit. At the same time, among
the unit, the unit between homepage both set up
hyperlink. The animation effects of FLASH MX 2004
software can greatly provide the courseware animation
effect, its unique video into further function can improve
the courseware in the quality of the video action
demonstration. After finishing the courseware, using
development software DREAMWARE to change it into
HTML document. Then put the HTML courseware on
sever of school website. Students can study wherever
through the Internet.

Ⅳ. CONCLUSION

With a platform of INTERNET, general basketball
course network CAI broke through the restrictions on the
time and the place for students’ study. Adding auxiliary
teaching to general basketball course network CAI is
more advantageous to exert students’ initiative and
practice students’ intelligence, which is quite helpful in
strengthening students’ subjective abilities. In teaching
CAI courseware, the teacher puts forward some key

questions to guide the students to think and makes
students focus on the key problems when studying,
which can help students improve the ability of analyzing
the questions and solving the problems. It is the
basketball teachers’ participation and design in the
courseware that set up a new way to exploit the
courseware of sports teaching.

Teachers should improve their own ability in
developing and utilizing computer technology, design
and make the suitable classroom-teaching software, do
well in the teaching design, and applied in teaching. Pay
more attention to the purpose of our multimedia CAI
courseware teaching and understand the key meaning of
computer assisted teaching is “assisted” ,the major of
teaching still are teachers, we can not put the cart before
the horse. Let student understand how to cooperate with
teachers, change their educational concept , enjoy
teaching process positively, think deeply, to catch the
major content of the teaching.

Opening Animation

Homepage
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One

Unit
Two

Unit
Four

Unit
Five

Unit
Six

Exit

Figure 2. Courseware structure chart
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Abstract—The bridge crane is the most widely used
industrial and mining enterprises crane equipment, Its
complex structure, size and huge, and which always works
in complex and formidable environment. Reliability is an
important problem needed to be considered in the course of
their work, the reliability analysis of crane metal structure
is currently pending in-depth study of the important issues.
This paper try to develop a reliability analysis method for
the metal structure of the bridge crane based on ANSYS
software. Select 25t_13.5m double girder bridge crane as
object, its three-dimensional model is established in ANSYS.
Probability finite element analysis and Monte Carlo
numerical test and reliability analysis of the structure,
proved the reliability of the structure under extreme loads.
The results show that ANSYS provides a viable and strong
method for the reliability analysis of the structure of the
metal structural.

Index Terms—bridge crane, reliability analysis, Monte
Carlo methods, sensitivity analysis, probability finite
element

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, allowable stress method is mostly used in
crane metal structure design, it generally regard relevant
parameters as fixed values and select a safety factor by
experience, then determine the final design results. In fact,
there are a lot of uncertainty factors in the metal
structures design, the safety factor cannot precisely
measures the reliability of the metal structure, so certain
risks inevitably exist in the designed metal structures and
just have been limited to the extent human experience can
accept[1-5].

To clear the degree of this allowable risk, the paper
uses probability finite element method combined ANSYS
parametric design language (APDL) and Monte Carlo to
bridge crane metal structure reliability. Select 25t_13.5m
double girder bridge crane as object, random variables are
determined from a variety of design parameters, such as
the actual size of the components, the material properties,
the lifting load, and so on. The reliability analysis of
crane metal structure, in the case of setting the statistical
distribution, prove the reliability of the metal structure
under extreme loads, and identify the factors affecting the
reliability of the structure, and provide an effective and
practical method and basis for cranes metal structural
strength and reliability analysis[6-9].

II. THE THEORY OF STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Structure function (limit state functions) as a function
of the basic variables by X1,X2,…,Xn, can be expressed as:

 1 2, , , nZ g x x x  (1)
The structural strength  and the load effects S are

main target of the reliability study of the mechanical
structure. Functions between the two determine the
reliability of the mechanical structure[10]. Such structure
functions can be expressed as stress - strength
interference model:

Z S  (2)
Therefore, the reliability of the mechanical structure is

the probability of the limit state function g(x)≥0, to
calculate the reliability of the structure is to calculate the
probability g(x)≥0 using ANSYS probability analysis
function.

Set the fX={x1,x2,…,xn} is the joint probability density
function of the basic random variable x={x1,x2,…,xn}T,
then the failure probability of mechanical metal structure
Pf can be expressed as:

1 2 1 2( ) 0
( , , , ) d d df x n ng x

P f x x x x x x


         (3)
If the basic random variables are independent with

each other, the probability density function of random
variable xi is ( )

ix if x (i=1,2,….n), there are:

1 21 2 1 2( ) 0
( ) ( ) ( )d d d

nf x x x n ng x
P f x f x f x x x x


         (4)

III. APPLICATION OF MONTE CARLO FINITE ELEMENT
METHOD IN STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

A. Principle of Monte Carlo method
The basic theory of Monte Carlo method to solve the

failure probability Pf is that the n basic random samples
xi(i=1,2,…,n) is generated by the joint density function of
the basic random variables, which are taken into the
function g(x), and then count the sample points fallen into
the failure area G={x:g(x) ≤ 0}. we can approximately
obtain the failure probability estimate by the failure
frequency Nf/n .

Here the equation (4) is written into the mathematical
expectation form of the failure indicator function:
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Where Rn--n dimensional variable space;
E{·}--mathematical expectation operator.
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The equation (5) shows that the failure probability Pf is

the mathematical expectation of the failure area indicator
function g(xi). According to the Law of large Numbers,
the mathematical expectation of failure indicator function
can be approximately replaced by the sample mean of
failure area indicator function:
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Where: n-- the total number of sampling analog.
As shown in the expression, the results closely related

to the sample size. It should be noted, in general
mechanical structural reliability analysis, the structural
failure probability is low, that the correctness of the
Monte Carlo method is largely dependent on the size of
the sample size, which is a limitation of the Monte Carlo
method [11-13].

Reliability sensitivity is that the failure probability Pf is
taken partial derivative of with respect to the distributed
parameter ( )

i

k
x of the basic random variable x.
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The equation (7) makes the following transformations
and the expression form of mathematical expectation of
reliability sensitivity is obtained:
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Thus we can apply the Monte Carlo to calculate the

reliability sensitivity(equation (7)) with the equation (8).
It is worth noting that in the process of digital

simulation of the Monte Carlo we apply the mean of the
sample to replace the ensemble average. The expression
form of mathematical expectation of reliability sensitivity
can be estimated by the followed average of the sample
function.
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(9)
Where xj—the jth sample extracted from n samples

acording to the joint probability density function FX (x).

B. Steps of ANSYS structural reliability analysis
Generate the analysis file: Apply APDL and macro
commands to build a bridge parameterized finite element
model of bridge crane. Based on setting model size,
material properties and unit type, the parameterized
lifting load and constraint of the crane on actual operating
conditions are applied to the finite element model for
simulation of the forces under their work environment
and finite element analysis. Then observe the model of
the displacement, deformation and stress distribution,
define result parameter, extract the results data that we
are concerned about, such as the stress distribution on the
upper and lower flange plate, the main and auxiliary web.
Finally, form the analysis file (loop file) [14].
Reliability analysis: In the stage of reliability analysis,
the various factors that affect the internal stress in the
crane work process are extracted as random input
variables, such as material elasticity modulus and density,
flange plate thickness, lifting load and so on. The type of
distribution of random variables is determined in
accordance with the actual situation. On this basis, Monte
Carlo simulation method is used for cycle simulation to
determine the failure probability of the structural, that
also says reliability of the structural, on the condition of
lifting load and structural characteristics meeting certain
distribution law.
The results of the post-processing analysis: In the post-
processing stage, use simulation results as reference to
examine the sampling process and random response to
the situation in reliability analysis of the metal structure,
to draw the failure probability distribution function, to
complete sensitivity analysis, and finally to generate the
analysis report.

IV. INSTANCE OF THE STRUCTURE RELIABILITY
ANALYSIS

A. Overview of analysis objects
As shown in Figure 1, it is an entity photo of

DQ25t_13.5m double girder overhead crane. And in
Figure 2, it is an ANSYS model of crane bridge structure.

Figure 1. Photo of Bridge Crane
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Figure 2. ANSYS Model of Bridge Crane

B. Analysis of the factors affect the crane metal structure
working

Technical parameters of crane metal structure:
Span: 13.5m, upper and lower flange plates: 0.69 ×

0.0014mm, main and auxiliary web: 0.8 × 0.006mm,
diaphragm: 0.6×0.79×0.006mm;

Lifting System: Lifting speed: 1.2m/min, car running
speed: 20m/min, carts running speed: 50m/min; Rated
lifting weight:250kN;

Material properties: elastic modulus: 206GPa,
density: 7852Kg/m3;

Set the contact between the car wheels and the main
beam as point contact, and apply concentrated loads at
the contact, the load capacity is rated lifting weight
W1and the assembly weight of the car is 26kN;

Selected random input variables include : material
elastic modulus YOUNG, material density DENSITY, top
flange thickness E_SYYB, main web thickness E_FB,
main beam height H1, lifting load W1 and the material
yield limit S.

In reliability analysis process, input random variables
distribution should be closely consistent with actual
distribution of working conditions, so that obtained
reliability analysis results is close to that of the actual
situation. Thus in simulated condition, the lifting load is
set for normally distributed variables, and the other
material properties are correspondingly set to reasonable
random distributed variables, as shown in table1.

TABLE I. TYPE OF DISTRIBUTION OF THE VARIABLES

Input random variables Variables symbol Distribution type Parameters A Parameters B
Elastic modulus YOUNG GAUSS 206GPa 10GPa
Materials density DENSITY UNIF 7065kg/m3 8625 kg/m3

Thickness of top flange plate E_SYYB UNIF 0.0134 0.0146
Thickness of main webs E_FB UNIF 0.0054 0.0056
Height of main beam H1 UNIF 0.795 0.805
Lifting load W1 GAUSS W1 0.15×W1
Yield linit S GAUSS 235MPa 11.75MPa

C. Reliability analysis of crane metal structure
Based on probability finite element ideological, Monte

Carlo loop simulation is performed 200 times with
computation time of 72min for the reliability analysis of
the metal structure of the bridge crane. First observe the
displacement deformation diagram, as shown in Figure 3,
and the equivalent stress distribution nephogram, as
shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the maximum
deformation is at the mid-span of the top flange plate,
while the greatest stress exist at the intersection part
between the top flange plate and the lower flange plate,
the main web, the diaphragms of the box structure. The
intersection part also is prone to appear the fracture and
failure. Extract the maximum stress MAXVON in each
loop experiment and draw diagrams showing the stress
distribution law of the crane metal structure of simulation
conditions.

Figure 3. Stress of flange

Figure 4. Distortion of flange

As shown in Figure 5, it is mean value history for
MAXVON the maximum stress value in response to the
random variable. Figure 6 is standard deviation history
for MAXVON. The most effective way to determine
whether the simulation cycles of Monte Carlo technology
are enough is to view the mean and standard deviation
history [15]. Because when the cycles are enough, the
mean and standard deviation are gradually convergent,
and the curve will tend to level. If the curves still show
significant fluctuation with the cycles increase, it
indicates cycles are insufficient and should be
appropriately increased. The historical curve confidence
boundary can be interpreted as the change accuracy of the
sample statistical parameters. The more cycles the
smaller range of the confidence boundary. As can be seen
from the figure that the MAXVON curves in late have
been approaching the gentle, showing the gradual
convergence of the mean and standard deviation,
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indicating the experimental sample size is sufficient for
the calculation of the crane metal structure reliability.

Figure 5. Mean Value History for MAXVON

Figure 6. Standard Deviation History for MAXVON

In addition, the average maximum stress of the crane
metal structure is shown close to 113MPa which is the
center value of stress distribution. Figure 7 has shown
that the contour of lifting load distribution histogram
conforms to normal distribution curve. That means, in the
sampling process, load data meets normal distribution
requirements. When collated to Figure 5 and Figure 6, it
can be explained that the applied simulation load in
analysis process has well reflected the actual working
conditions, thus the reliability analysis result has higher
credibility.

According to stress-strength interference theory, the
incident that stress exceeds the yield strength is not
allowed during crane operation, so the failure criteria as
follow:

SMAXVON  (10)
Where, MAXVON-- the maximum stress in the lifting

work;

S -- yield strength of material;
Values of the cumulative distribution function at any

point represent the probability of data appearing under
that point[16-17]. It can be observed from Figure 8,
maximum stress distribution interval is [74MPa,
113MPa], and it still has a large safety margin to the
material yield strength of 235MPa, no failure risk and the
reliability is one. So the reliability of bridge crane
structure under extreme loads is proved.

Figure 7. Histogram of Input Variable

Figure 8. CDF of Output Parameter MAXVON(CDF--cumulative
distribution function)

In the analysis of the reliability of the bridge crane
metal structure, extract the maximum deflection of each
experiment, and examine the impact of the variability of
the input variables on the structural failure probability. If
the influence level of the input parameters for the output
parameter is in the 2.5% or less, the input parameters has
classified to be little effective factors; else, the input
parameters has classified to have a significant effect[18].

As showed in Figure 9 and 10: the lifting load, the
materials elastic modulus YOUNG and material density
DENSITY have a significant impact on the probability of
the structure failure. The impact of the three variables,
variability has been descending ordered as: lifting load>
material density DENSITY> elastic modulus YOUNG. So
using ANSYS for structural reliability analysis, the main
factors affecting the structure reliability can be obtained
according to the parameter sensitivity analysis results,
which help take measures to improve the structural
reliability based on the main factors.

Figure 9. Sensitivity Plot for MAXVON
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Figure 10. Sensitivity Plot for MAXSUM

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper complete the reliability analysis of typical
off-track box structure of bridge crane using ANSYS
finite element analysis software, and prove the structure
meets the strength requirements in the actual operation.
Introduce a general method to analyze the mechanical
structure reliability in detail, a combination of the
probability finite element analysis and structural
reliability theory. It provides a reference for reliability
analysis for hoisting and conveying machinery metal
structure, also has great significance for the safety
analysis of other special equipment.
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Abstract—Ant colony algorithm has strong ability to find a
better solution, but there are also some disadvantages, such
as prone to stagnation, the slow Convergence etc. But the
ant colony algorithm can help the genetic algorithm to
conquer the disadvanges. The ant colony algorithm can
select the initial components in its each iteration, the
solution based on the amount of information to select the
initial components, and then the mutation operation is used
to determine the value of the solution. Through the
comparison of traveling salesman problem, the hybrid ant
colony algorithm has better convergence speed and stability.

Index Terms—ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm TSP.

I. BACKGROUND

Ant colony algorithm (ACA) is a bionic optimization
algorithm which is proposed by Italian scholar Marco
Dorigo [1]. It is through the accumulation and the update
of the pheromone to seek the optimal solution. The ants
have the ability to find the shortest path without any cues
from nest to food source. It can change with in the
environment changes, adaptive search new paths and
produce the new choice. The fundamental reason is that
the ants can release a special kind of secretion
pheromones in the process of the searching for food
source. The probability of the ant chooses the path is
directly proportional to the strength of the pheromones.
When the ant pass a certain path more and more , the
pheromone track which is left become more and more,
then the probability which the ant chooses the path is the
higher, at the same time ,it increases the intensity of the
path pheromone[2]. The strength of the pheromone will
attract more ants. Thus it forms a positive feedback
mechanism. Through this kind of positive feedback
mechanism, ants can find the shortest path in the end.
When there is obstruction between the ant nest and food
source, after a certain time of positive feedback, ants can
not only bypass obstacles, but also seek the short path by
the changes of ant pheromone track on different paths [3-5].

The main features of ant colony algorithm are
distributed computing features, very strong robustness,
easy to merge with other optimization algorithms. But
when the algorithm was used to solve the large-scale
optimization problems, the contradiction of the search
space and time performance is present. It is easy to
appear premature convergence to the global optimal
solution and its calculating time is too long. In the

working process of the algorithm, the ants may be
stagnated near a certain or some local optimal solution of
the neighborhood. Genetic algorithm (GA) can remedy
some of the shortage [6-7]. In this paper, we combine the
ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm to solve the
traveling salesman problem (TSP), the experiment
proved that the method is effective.

II. THE TSP AND ACA MODEL

Ant colony algorithms are becoming popular
approaches for solving all kind of optimization problems
which were first introduced by Dorigo et al [1].The
fundamental idea of ant heuristics is based on the
behabiour of natural ants that succeed in finding the
shortest paths from their nest to food sources by
communicating via a collective memory that consists of
pheromone trails. Due to ant’s weak global perception of
its environment, an ant moves essentially at random
when no pheromone is available.However, it tents to
follow a path with a high pheromone level when many

Ants move in a common area, which leads to an
autocatalytic process.Finally,the ant does not choose its
direction based on the level of pheromone exclusively,
but also takes the proximity of the nest and of the food
source,respectively,into account[8]. This allows the
discovery of new and potentially shorter paths. Typical
examples of ACO [9] are to solving the traveling salesman
problem (TSP).The description of the TSP may be stated
as follows: a salesman is required to visit the n given
cities once and only once. He will start from any city and
return to the original place of departure. In order to
minimize the total distance traveled, what route should
be he choose? Based on the pheromone of ant colony
algorithm to solve TSP problem calculation process is as
follows:

Step 1: initiation. Allocate m ants were randomly put
in n cities. The amount of the pheromone on each side is
initiated into a tiny constant value (0)i j .

Step 2: Loop iteration. Ants
( 1, 2, , )k k m  determine the transfer direction

according to the amount of information on each path.
Ants prefer to move to cities which are connected by
short edges with a high probability with which ant k in
city i chooses to move to the city j.
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step 3: Update the pheromone, After pheromone
updating has been performed by the ants, pheromone
evaporation is triggered; the formula of the updating
pheromone is ( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )ij ij ijt n t t        

with
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  ,where m is the number of ants and

ij

k is the amount of trail laid on edge (i,j).
Step 4: the termination conditions, if meet the

termination conditions, the loop ends. To compare the
shortest path of each cycle and get the optimal solution;
otherwise, empty tabu table, turn to step 2

III. HYBRID ANT COLONY ALGORITHM FOR THE TSP.

Genetic algorithm (GA) can be understood as an
“intelligent” probabilistic search algorithm which can be
applied to a variety of combinatorial optimization [10].

The theoretical foundations of GAs were originally
developed by Holland in 1975[11]. The basic idea is to
simulate natural genetic mechanism and the evolution
according to the principles of natural selection and
“survival of the fittest”. The main features of genetic
algorithm are: the global search ability, wide adaptability,
stronger robustness, no special requirements to the
search space, easily combined with other algorithm But
there is premature and slow convergence speed and low
accuracy of optimization obviously deficiencies. On the
other hand, we found the ant colony algorithm can easily
gain a relatively good solution set through a cycle of the
ants. If we make the solution of the ACA to be the initial
population of the GA, the GA can be reduced the number
of the optimization and speeded up the convergence. The
execution efficiency of the GA is improved. in this paper,
the pheromone of ACA and GA will be combined to
solve the TSP. the calculation flow chart can be find as
follow.

Figure 1. Foww Chart of Hybrid algorithm

IV. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we present some computational results
obtained by ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm
on some TSP instances. And at last, we will compare the
results with the hybrid colony algorithm. As we know,
the TSP is the problem of a salesman who wants to find,
starting on his home town, a shortest possible trip
through a given set of cities and to return to its home
town. So in our experiment, we will use Euclidean TSP
instances in which the cities are points in the Euclidean
space and the inter-city distances are calculated using the
Euclidean norm for the distance. All the TSP instances
are taken from the TSPLIB Benchmark library which
contains all kind of the instances. TSPLIB is found from
the address http://www.iwr.un-
heidelberg.de/iwr/comopt/soft/TSPLIB95/TSPLIB.html.

We select the 50cities and 75 cities for the TSP
instance respectively. The result can be found from the
following list.

TABLE I. THE RESULT COMPARISON OF 50 CITIES FOR THE TSP
INSTANCE IN THE DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

ACA GA HAG
50 460.483 453.547 446.862

100 458.624 452.457 441.284
1000 458.028 451.204 438.267

TABLEII. THE RESULT COMPARISION OF 75CITIES FOR THE TSP
INSTANCE IN THE DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

ACA GA HAG
50 548.640 542.506 538.571

100 541.805 536.032 527.096
1000 540.061 535.105 525.584

To compare the HGA with other heuristics algorithm, we consider two
sets of TSP problems.

The first set comprises three randomly generated 50-
city problems,and the second set is composed three
geometric problems of 75 cities. It is important to test
those heuristics algorithm on both random and geometric
instances of the TSP, because these two classes of
problems have structural differences that can make them
difficult for a particular algorithm and at the same time
easy for another one. The heuristics algorithm with
which we compare the HGA in this case are a genetic
algorithm(GA), ant colony algorithm (ACA) .Table I and
Table II report the results on the randomly instances and
the geometric instance. The distance of HGA is shortest
than the other two. It is because the ant colony algorithm
is compounded to the genetic algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, in this paper we have shown that the
HGA is an interesting novel approach to parallel
stochastic optimization of the TSP. The HGA has been
shown to compare favorably with previous attempts to
apply other heuristic algorithms like genetic algorithms,
ant colony algorithm. Nevertheless, competition on the
TSP is very tough. A combination of a Hybrid ant colony
algorithm which is generated by the ant colony algorithm
and the genetic algorithm can gain the better execution
efficiency.

http://www.iwr.un-heidelberg.de/iwr/comopt/soft/TSPLIB95/TSPLIB.html
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Abstract—Mobile Internet has the most developmental
potential with mobility, sociability and location-based
service. Based on literature review, this paper put forward
an extended technology acceptance model (TAM), and
verify the model by data collected from a survey of LBS
users. The study proves that LBS users’ adoption is
significantly influenced by the following four factors:
privacy, perceived playfulness, perceived ease of use,
network externality. Finally discussion of this study is
carried out, and the significance is pointed out along with
limitations of the research.

Index Terms— Mobile Internet, LBS, TAM, Adoption, SEM

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Internet has no unified definition, but the
research has already begun from the mid-1990s [1]. The
definition of mobile Internet has been divided into broad
sense and narrow sense, on the basis of the differences
between access network and display terminal [2]. In the
broad sense of the concept of mobile Internet, network
refers to all wireless networks, and the terminal includes
mobile phone, PDA, tablet PC, laptop and other handheld
devices. In the narrow sense of the concept of mobile
Internet, network specifically refers to the mobile
communication network, and the terminal is limited to
mobile phone [3]. Narrow sense of the mobile Internet is
the focus of this research.

Mobile communication and Internet developed rapidly
in recent years, mobile Internet as a combination of them,
its prospect is even more attractive. According to "2012
Mobile Internet Trend Forecast" from IT analysis firm in
2012, the number of China Mobile Internet users is
expected to transcend the number of Internet users by the
end of that year, which will reach 600 million. In the
business system of mobile Internet, applications which
hold the characteristics of SoLoMo (So (social), social
networking; Lo (local), the local position; Mo (mobile),
mobile network) will be one of the most promising. The
mobile LBS business based on social network is the most
typical, such as Foursquare, Facebook Places and JiePang,
RenRen Check-In. Through the research on patterns of
mobile LBS users’ behavior, this paper analyzes the key
factors affecting users’ usage of mobile LBS, provides
the basis and train of thought for the extension

mechanism of new technology and product innovation of
the LBS service provider.

II. RESEARCH THEORY AND MODEL
CONSTRUCTION

LBS is a mobile Internet business, with the support of
geographic information system (GIS) platform, which
takes advantage of the mobile communication networks
(such as 2G, 3G network) of telecom operators or GPS to
get the location information (geographical coordinates or
geodetic coordinates) of mobile terminal users, and
provides related services to terminal users. From
technical aspect, LBS business is one of the information
system strategies. Therefore, when the terminal users
adopt LBS business, they also accept the technology and
innovation activities related to LBS.

A. The Technology Acceptance Model
In order to explain and predict the final status of users’

acceptance of information systems, Davis raised the
“technology acceptance model” based on TRA (Theory
of Reasoned Action) [4]. The technology acceptance
model extends the behavior relationship "belief-attitude-
intention", from the theory of reasoned action, and
proposes two major determinants: PU (perceived
usefulness), which reflects the degree that the user feel
when information technology improving their
performance; PEOU (perceived ease of use), which
reflects the degree of information technology’s easy
operation that the user feel. [5]. As the technology
acceptance model is rigorous, meanwhile, it has high
effectiveness and reliability, this paper put forward the
following hypotheses, on the basis of the behavior
relationship "belief – attitude - intention":

H1: Perceived usefulness has positive association with
the attitude to use mobile LBS.

H2: Perceived usefulness has positive association with
the intention to use mobile LBS.

H3: Perceived ease of use has positive association with
perceived usefulness.

H4: Perceived ease of use has positive association with
the attitude to use mobile LBS.

H5: The attitude to use LBS has positive association
with the intention to use mobile LBS.

B. Perceived Playfulness
If using information technology itself is relatively

difficult, users will not feel interesting; otherwise, the
information technology itself is easy to use, users may

Corresponding author: Luchuan Liu, Male, ShanDong University of
Finance and Economics, School of Management Science and
Engineering, Professor.
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feel interesting, which prompts the users’ intention to use
the information technology. Lots of research work has
revealed the regular pattern that perceived ease of use
indirectly affects the intention to use information
technology through perceived playfulness. Perceived
playfulness is a focus factor of users, as other external
factors which can also improve the efficiency of work.
Mobile LBS is a typical business of mobile Internet, and
the entertainment function is an important factor to be
considered when a terminal user uses the business.
Therefore, we introduce perceived playfulness into this
study. Perceived ease of use has a positive association
with perceived playfulness, and the more the perceived
playfulness is, the more positive the attitude will be and
the higher the intention is, and vice versa. This paper puts
forward the following hypotheses based on the feature
that mobile LBS itself has entertainment functions:

H6: Perceived ease of use has positive association with
perceived playfulness.

H7: Perceived playfulness has positive association
with the attitude to use mobile LBS.

H8: Perceived playfulness has positive association
with the behavioral intention to use mobile LBS.

C. Privacy
There is still no unified definition for privacy, but the

fact that people are unwilling to disclose their
information is one point which numerous definitions have
in common. For specific mobile LBS, privacy not only
contains personal information such as name, contact,
browse frequency, residence time of browsed webs,
which are traditional Internet privacy, but the information
related to geographical location. On the basis of
predecessors' research, we can conclude that privacy is an
key factor which influence the attitude and intention to
use information technology[6], and LBS users are
becoming more privacy sensitive. This paper puts
forward following hypotheses:

H9: Privacy has positive association with the attitude
to use mobile LBS.

H10: privacy has positive association with the
intention to use mobile LBS.

D. Network Externality
Network externality refers to the value of a product or

service, and it increases with the scale of users. As
mobile Internet has typical network externality itself [7],
mobile LBS based on mobile Internet also has significant
network externality as well. Similar to the previous
scholars, when we proceeded research on network
externality’s degree of influence, we adopted perceived
number of users instead of actual number of users, and
we can get the result that the perceived number of users
can influence perceived usefulness [8]. As there are more
perceived LBS users, there will be more exchange
between old and new users on using method and
experience, at the same time new users will consider
mobile LBS as something useful, which means new users
can hold a positive attitude to learn its function. To sum
up, we propose the following hypotheses:

H11: Network externality has positive association with
perceived usefulness.

H12: Network externality has positive association with
the attitude to use mobile LBS.

H13: Network externality has positive association with
the intention to use mobile LBS.

Based on the above 13 hypotheses, we can get the
model of mobile LBS users’ adoption, as is shown in
figure 1.

Figure 1. Mobile LBS Users’ Adoption Model

III. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

A. Definition of Variables
In the model, intention is the dependent variable,

while attitude, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of
use, perceived playfulness, privacy, and network
externality are independent variables. As all the variable
measurement items used in this study are derived from
the literature that analyzed before, they have been
verified through groups of data and methods. Validity can
be guaranteed. In this paper, variables are shown in table
1.

TABLE I. DEFINITION AND SOURCE OF VARIABLES
Variables Definition(Users deem that) Items Source

PU Mobile LBS increases efficiency 3 Reference[4]
PEOU Mobile LBS is easy to use 3 Reference[4]
ATT Attitude to use Mobile LBS 2 Reference[4]
BI Intention to use Mobile LBS 2 Reference[4]
PP Having fun while using Mobile

LBS
3 Reference[6]

PRI Information that left unexposed 3 Reference[7]
NE The scale of Mobile LBS users 3 Reference[8]

B. Data Acquisition
We collected research data through questionnaire

survey, and 7 levels Likert scale was used to design the
questionnaire, and 1 to 7 of each question corresponds to
"totally disagree" to "totally agree". At the same time, in
order to improve the validity of the questionnaire, we did
pre-test to 12 teachers and students who were using
mobile LBS or doing researches on mobile LBS, and then
we revised questionnaire with the suggestion of them to
eliminate the imperfection existed in the questionnaire.
Questionnaires were distributed directly to
undergraduates and postgraduates who had mobile LBS
using experience among Shandong University, Shandong
University of Finance and Economics, Shandong Normal
University, University of Jinan and so on. 460
questionnaires were distributed and 434 valid
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questionnaires were collected, the recovery rate was 94.
3%. The age of research objects was ranging from 19 to
28 years old, and the major user group of mobile LBS
gave priority to teenagers, so they were totally
representative. Meanwhile, in regard to income, research
objects whose monthly income were less than 1500 RMB
accounted for 96.3% of the whole, fully went in line with
the current situation that university students is the low
income group.

C. Data Analysis
We carried out reliability analysis with SPSS through

Cronbach's Alpha. The Cronbach's Alpha value of
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived
playfulness, privacy, network externality, attitude,
intention are separately 0.820, 0.731, 0.705, 0.763, 0.725,
0.807 and 0.78. (Cronbach's Alpha value greater than 0.7
means that the measured data are of high reliability)

KMO test was proceeded on the intermediate variables
and independent variables, and, if KMO value is less than
0.5, the correlation among items is weak, which means
they are not suitable for factor analysis. On the contrary,
if KMO value is greater than 0.5 and close to 1, the items
has strong correlation, and they are suitable for factor
analysis [9]. Bartlett test of Sphericity on intermediate
variables and independent variables can tell whether the
correlation coefficients are different and positive. If the
results are significant, the correlation coefficients can
provide extraction factor for factor analysis. The results
of KMO test and Sphericity test are shown in table 2.

D. Model Analysis
The hypotheses of the paths in the model were verified

in LISERL with sample data, then we found that 10 of the
13 hypotheses were supported. The results are shown in
figure 2.

TABLE II. KMO and Bartlett Test of Sphericity

Variables KMO
Bartlett test of Sphericity

Chi-Square DO
F Sig.

PU 0.740 230.435 3 0.000***
PEOU 0.711 55.568 3 0.000***
ATT 0.763 156.094 1 0.000***
BI 0.722 147.938 1 0.000***
PP 0.738 125.423 3 0.000***
PRI 0.606 149.698 3 0.000***
NE 0.588 230.011 3 0.000***

*** means difference is significant on the premise that significance
level is 0.001.

Figure 2. Result of Structural Equation Model Analysis

The fit indices of SEM after calculation through
LISERL are as follows: Chi-Square is 376.88, DF
(Degree of Freedom) is 153, P-Value is 0, RMSEA is
0.089, GFI is 0.77, AGFI is 0.82, CFI is 0.90, and NNFI
is 0.88. The result shown above indicates that this model
has good degree of fitting and is acceptable.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

According to the analysis of the statistical results, the
paper proposes the following results.

(1) Perceived usefulness and perceived playfulness of
Mobile LBS are significantly influenced by perceived
ease of use. If the users feel not easy in the use of mobile
LBS, they may also deem that it is not useful, and then
also feel boring, which will eventually lead to the fact
that the users give up using.

(2) The attitude of using mobile LBS is significantly
influenced by perceived playfulness. If the users feel that
mobile LBS has entertainment function, they will have a
strong positive attitude such as gratification, pleasure, and
even excitement to it, and eventually promote the use of
mobile LBS.

(3) The attitude and intention of using mobile LBS is
significantly affected by privacy. If the users’ privacy is
properly protected, they will tend to continue using
mobile LBS, and don't have to worry about exposure of
their privacy.

(4) Perceived usefulness and attitude of using mobile
LBS are strongly influenced by network externality,
while perceived ease of use is not. Generally mobile LBS
has social function, with the increase of mobile LBS
users, the network effect of LBS will play a more
important role, like new users want to use mobile LBS to
pay attention to their friends or acquaintances. The
increase of users makes mobile LBS more attractive, and
it is more likely to be accepted by new users.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, after considering influence factors such
as perceived playfulness, privacy and network externality,
we conclude mobile LBS users’ acceptance model
through adjusting and expanding TAM, and we carry out
empirical test for the model. The model has referential
meaning to the further study of factors affecting users
using mobile LBS. The user acceptance model is vital to
mobile LBS developer and operators, it can help them
with the quantitative analysis of the influencing factors of
user behavior. At the same time, the service provider will
focus on mobile LBS perceived playfulness, as well as
the protection of user privacy and overall network
externality of business, and then promote a better
development of mobile LBS.

Although the results of this paper put forward a lot of
meaningful suggestions on the factors which influence
the use of mobile LBS, some deficiencies still exist, such
as the concentration of places to distribute questionnaires
and fewer measurement indicators of some factors.
Future research will focus on the following two aspects:
first, strengthen the optimization and control of the whole
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investigation process; second, we need to research the
other potential factors affecting the usage of mobile LBS,
and introduce them to the model.
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Abstract—Air baffle is a component in the passive
containment cooling system. It is set in the annulus area and
used to provide a pathway for natural circulation of cooling
air outside the containment vessel. In order to optimize its
design with lower pressure loss, the flow field model around
the baffle is built in this paper. The problem is defined as a
two dimensional steady impressible problem and solved
through computational fluid dynamics solver. The results
demonstrate the inlet air flows at higher pressure than the
outlet. The minimum pressure loss is 9.86 Pa. Lower
pressure area appears near back of inclined plate. Inclined
angle and width ratio are considered as key parameters
following with discussions of affects on the pressure loss. As
inclined angle increases, pressure loss increases, but the
maximum velocity decreases. We chose optimization with
the inclined angle 120 degree and the width ratio 0.550.

Index Terms—air baffle, flow field, structural optimization,
passive containment cooling system, CFD

I. INTRODUCTION

The AP series (AP-600 and AP-1000) pressurized
water reactors are the advanced design with the third
generation feature in the Westhouse nuclear power plant
technology [1]. It applies a passive containment cooling
system to remove heat released inside the containment
vessel following postulated design basis accident [2-13].
During the accident, the interior of the steel containment
vessel released lots of heat. Due to the evaporation of
continuously flowing thin liquid film on the outside
surface of the vessel, the containment wall temperature
will decrease. Consequently, the inner pressure of the
containment vessel is lowered as the same as temperature.
The liquid film outside the vessel wall is formed by
applying water at the containment dome from the water
tank. There is an annular space or channel between the
outside of the containment shell wall and the inside of a
baffle suspended from the shield building wall. A
schematic sketch of the AP series passive containment
cooling system is shown in Figure. 1.

Moreover evaporation of the falling liquid film is
enhanced by buoyancy driven flows in the annular space
channel [6-9]. The air baffle of the passive containment
cooling system is set in the upper annulus area as shown
in Figure. 1. It is attached to the cylindrical section of the
containment vessel. The function of the baffle is to
provide a pathway for natural circulation of cooling air.
The cooler air with higher density is drawn into the shield

building through the cooling air inlet at the top cylindrical
portion of the shield building. The heat is transferred
from the outer surface of the containment vessel to the air
between the baffle and the containment shell [2-5]. This
heated air with lower density flows up through the air
baffle. It is discharged out from the air discharge port. It
gives an enhanced heat transfer method to remove the
heat from the containment vessel. The air baffle area in
big scale is also shown in Figure. 1.

According with the basic function of the air baffle, the
pressure loss of the pathway is important overall
performance. The less loss of flow pressure could gives
better buoyancy driven flow with enhanced heat remove
[5, 12]. The structural design of the air baffle contributes
the air flow cross pathway. As shown in Figure. 1, the air
baffle plate is inclined with an inclined angle. In order to
optimize the air baffle design, the flow field of the
pathway is analyzed through the computational fluid
dynamics method. The flow field model will be built and
solved to obtain the pressure in this paper. Using this
model, we can realize the flow characteristic around the
air baffle. The affects of the structural parameters, such as
the inclined angle, the inlet and outlet channel width ratio,
will be discussed to utilize the structural optimization.

II. MODELLING

A. Mathematical mode
The simple steady incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations are used to describe this two dimensions
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) flow problem [14].
The governing equations include the mass continuity
equation and the momentum equations. They are
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where u is the velocity on x direction and v is the velocity
on y direction, Fx is the force on x direction and Fy is the
force on y direction, ρ is the density, p is the pressure, μ is
the kinematic viscosity.
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The standard k-ε turbulent numerical model has been
implemented for the investigated flow conditions. The
model is
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where σk and σε are the turbulent Prandtl numbers of the k
equation and ε equation, c1 and c2 are constant values and
G is described as
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The above equations describe this problem. Finally,
they will be solved to obtain the pressure fields through
the semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations.

B. CFD mesh model
The air flow field with the air baffle model is built.

The air flows across the channel from inlet to outlet. The
baffle plates and the domain sides are considered as wall.
The air flow channel domain is established for the
solution. The CFD simulation is performed in this domain.
As shown in Figure. 2 (A), the model is built by the
quadrilateral meshes with 8045 elements. The mesh near
the baffle is refined with a growth ratio at 1.5.

C. Boundary conditions
According with the problem definition and modelling

with configuration, boundary conditions are required with
the inlet, the outlet and the wall conditions. The air
velocity is set with constant values for the inlet condition.
Wall boundary conditions with non-slip parameters are
selected for the baffle surfaces and inclined plate. The
pressure outlet boundary condition is selected for outlet.

Figure 1. Passive containment cooling system and air baffle
configuration [1-3]

III. SOLVER

The two dimensions incompressible flow problem is
solved through the open source CFD solver software
package OpenFOAM [15, 16]. Its steady-state solver
‘simpleFoam’ is used with the SIMPLE algorithm for
turbulent flow. The solver parameters are configured by

‘fvSolution’ file, ‘fvSchemes’ file and ‘controlDict’ file
in case system folder. The ‘relaxationFactors’ are defined
in the ‘fvSolution’ file. The initial conditions with
parameters definitions are stored in time 0 folder. The
open source post-processing software ParaView is used
for the results plotting [17].

IV. RESULTS

The problems with eight cases have been solved and
the pressure results of the flow field are shown in Figure.
2 (B) to Figure. 2 (I). From the results, we can get a
global view of the flow field. As shown with the pressure
results, the air flows into from the inlet side domain at
higher pressure than the outer side domain. There is
pressure loss in the across domain near the baffle. The
minimum pressure appears near the back of the baffle
plate in each case. According with the different boundary
conditions, the lower pressure area is significantly
different. In all cases, the minimum pressure loss is 9.86
Pa. The more details will be discussed with followings.

(A) (B) (C)

(D) (E) (F)

(G) (H) (I)

Figure 2. CFD mesh model and pressure field results

V. DISCUSSIONS

With aims of the design optimization, the affects of the
structural parameters are discussed. These parameters
include the inclined angle, the width ratio and the inlet
wind velocity. The affects on the pressure loss and
maximum velocity by the inclined angle are shown in
Figure. 3. As shown in Figure. 3 (A), the pressure loss
increases as the inclined angle increases. However the
maximum velocity decreases as the inclined angle
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increases as shown in Figure. 3 (B). The maximum
pressure loss is 17.2 Pa. The minimum of the flow
maximum velocity is 3.12 m/s under the inclined angle at
135 degree.

The affects on the pressure loss and maximum velocity
by the width ratio are shown in Figure. 4. From Figure. 4
(A), the pressure loss is observed to fluctuate with
increase of the width ratio. The maximum velocity trend
is also similar to that of the pressure loss in Figure. 4 (B).
The maximum pressure loss is 16.7 Pa on the width ratio
0.585. The maximum one of the maximum velocity is
4.82 m/s on the width ratio 0.625.

The affects on the pressure loss and maximum velocity
by the inlet wind velocity are shown in Figure. 5. As
shown in Figure. 5 (A) and Figure. 5 (B), the pressure
loss increases similarly with the maximum velocity as the
inlet wind velocity increases. The maximum pressure loss
is 48.5 Pa. The maximum one of the maximum velocity is
7.92 m/s on the inlet wind velocity 4.00 m/s.
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In order to optimise the structural design of the air
baffle, the pressure loss and maximum velocity are
considered as mainly optimization objective parameters.
From the above discussions, we see the effects on the
pressure loss and maximum velocity by the inclined angle,
the width ratio and the inlet wind velocity. In this study,
the inclined angle is chosen as optimization results with
120 degree and the width ratio is 0.550. For the
investigation on details about more deeply research on
the baffle optimization, more work will be done on
transient CFD model with heat transfer in the future.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The computational fluid dynamics model of the flow
field around the air baffle is established for the structural
optimization analysis. The model is solved by open
source software OpenFOAM. The pressure field results
are obtained in different cases. There is a significant
pressure loss while the air flows along the pathway
around the air baffle. In all cases, the minimum pressure
loss is 9.86 Pa. The lower pressure appears after the
across domain in each case. The lowest pressure appears
near the back of the baffle inclined plate.

In order to decrease the pressure loss from the baffle
structural efforts, the affects by the inclined angle, the
width ratio and the inlet wind velocity are discussed.
While the inclined angle increases, the pressure loss
increases. However the maximum velocity decreases as
the inclined angle increases. The pressure loss fluctuates
with increase of the width ratio and the maximum
velocity trend is also similar to that of the pressure loss.
Finally, the design parameters of the inclined angle and
the width ratio are chosen as the structural optimization.
This paper supports an optimization method through
computational fluid dynamics simulation research on the
flow field. It could be helpful for the air baffle design in
the passive containment cooling system. The results
could be used in the further research on the computational
simulation for the passive containment cooling system.
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Abstract—Tobacco mildew forecasting has been one of the
most important issues in the tobacco industry. Three
tobacco mildew forecast models, using BP neural network,
genetic optimization BP neural network and quantum
genetic algorithm(QGA-BP), are proposed in this paper. 70
training samples are selected as training sample,14
prediction samples are used to test the proposed models.
The results show that, QGA-BP model has higher prediction
precision: the deviation of prediction and actually value is
range from -0.00939 to 0.01496, and the absolute value of
average relative error is 1.896%. Compared with BP model
and GA-BP model , the prediction precision of QGA-BP
model are increased by 88.182%, 18.696%. Moreover,
QGA-BP model has better model stationarity, and provides
an effective means for tobacco mildew forecast.

Index Terms—mildew prediction; BP neural network; GA-
BP; QGA-BP

I. INTRODUCTION

Anti-mildew of tobacco has important value on terms
of economic and significance. There are many factors
lead to tobacco mildew, such as geographical, tobacco
types, bacterial category [1], and the tobacco mildew
process is nonlinear and uncertainties. Tobacco mildew
lies in the degree of prediction tobacco mildew,
monitoring the change of tobacco storage environment in
time, and build suitable environment for tobacco storage.
In recent years, BP neural network has a simple structure
and excellent nonlinear predictive capability, which is
widely used in predicting[23],But the initial weights and
thresholds of BP neural network are randomly selected,
and if these parameters were not proper, it will slow the
speed of convergence, meanwhile, it's easy to fall into
local optimum value. Quantum genetic algorithm is a new
genetic algorithm that combined classical genetic
algorithm and quantum computing theory .It has a small
population size, fast convergence and global optimization
ability.In this paper,based on BP neural network tobacco
mildew forecast model, genetic algorithm(GA-BP) and
quantum genetic algorithm(QGA-BP) are used to avoid
falling into local minimum of BP neural network training.
To some extent,it optimize the BP neural network
predictive performance .Eventually,an optimization BP
neural network method based on quantum genetic
algorithm(QGA-BP) of tobacco mildew forecasting
model is proposed,and analysis of this model.GA-BP
tobacco mildew forecast model and QGA-BP tobacco
mildew forecast model are established.

II. BP NEURAL NETWORKS TOBACCO MILDEW MODEL

Since the temperature and humidity of the storage
environment directly influence tobacco mildew[4], the
water content of the tobacco directly related to the time
and developing speed of the tobacco mildew[5].Therefore,
selecting temperature, humidity, and tobacco moisture as
the input layer parameters of the BP neural network, that
is, the number of nodes of the input layer is three. As the
definition of mildew degrees[6], that is after one cycle (30
days) in the case of a certain temperature, humidity and
moisture, the proportion of mildew rate in total surface
area of the tobacco mildew distribution ,so select the
mildew degrees of the tobacco as the output layer
parameter, the nodes of the output layer is one.
Meanwhile, giving the mildew degree as following
criteria: if moldy rate range from 0 to 0.01] , then there is
no mildew; if moldy rates range from 0.01 to 0.1, then
mildew degree is slight ; if moldy rate in the range of (0.1,
0.2], then the moldy degrees of moderate mildew; if the
moldy rate in the range from 0.2 to 1, it is severe mildew
degrees. Therefore, BP neural network structure for the 3-
x-1, as shown in Figure 1.

For training and testing has been established BP neural
network model[7], from the actual monitoring data
collected from April 2004 to April 2011, 84 samples
model, that is, monthly storage as a sample. These
models are divided into two parts: the part of the 70
groups of training samples, another part of the group of
14 test samples. Variable is then laid one of the formula
to the interval [0,1], a normalized as

m in

m ax m in

x XR
X X





(1)

Figure 1. mildew forecasting model based on BP neural network of
tobacco

Then,using BP neural network of MATLAB toolbox
and standard BP neural network algorithm to train BP
neural network .After simulation contrast, the network
structure selected for 3-7-1.The set target error is
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0.001,the maximum number of iterations to 1000. Select
hidden layer neurons of the transfer function for S tangent
function tansig, the transfer function of the output layer
neurons selected type S logarithmic function logsig,
select traingdx function for the training function.

By trained tobacco mildew prediction model of BP
neural network, which is simulated in MATLAB7.0
software platform, obtained deviation of the predicted
value and the actual value curve in Figure 2.The average
absolute relative error is 16.044% and the prediction
accuracy is 83.956%.Since the BP neural network based
on gradient descent method, no global search ability, the
training of paralyzed, slow network convergence and
other shortcomings. As the weights and threshold of BP
network training is given at random, the results is a
certain randomness.To improve the prediction accuracy,
it is necessary to optimize the BP neural network.
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Figure 2. deviation of the predicted value and the actual value

III. OPTIMIZE BP NEURAL NETWORK BY GENETIC
ALGORITHM(GA-BP) TOBACCO MILDEW FORECAST

MODEL

The purpose of the GA-BP model optimized is using
global search of genetic algorithm[89] to overcome the
defects of BP neural network gradient descent method.
By calculating the fitness and genetic error norm, the
neural network weights and threshold continuous
adjustments. the error of the connection weights of the
input layer and the hidden layer and the hidden layer and
output layer by calculating ,and then obtain the best
weights . Figure 3 is a flowchart of GA-BP.

Figure 3. A Flowchart of GA-BP
In order to reduce the predictive value and the expected

value when GA-BP model in predicting, we selected
prediction samples of the predictive value and the

expected value of the norm of the error matrix as the
output of the objective function. The fitness function
adopts the sort of fitness distribution function.
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In the formula, obj is the objective function of the

output, ( )y i is the predicted value, ( )my i is the expected

value, ( )e i are the error.
The population size of the GA-BP model is 40, the

Maximum genetic algebra is 100, the number of binary
bits of the variable is 10, the crossover probability is 0.7,
the mutation probability is 0.01, the gap of generations
are 0.95. BP neural network structure selected for 3-7-
1,the set target error is 0.001,and the maximum number
of cycles for 1000.we selected the transfer function of the
hidden layer neurons is S-type tangent function tansig,
and the transfer function of the output layer neurons is S-
type logarithmic function logsig, and the function of
trainlm for training function.

IV. USING THE QUANTUM GENETIC ALGORITHM TO
OPTIMIZE THE BP NEURAL NETWORK (QGA - BP) OF THE

TOBACCO MILDEW PREDICTION MODEL

The Quantum genetic algorithm[10] is the product of the
combination of quantum computation with genetic
algorithms. Quantum genetic algorithm is to establish the
basis of quantum state vector represented, representing
the probability amplitude of quantum bits used in the
encoding of the chromosome, such that a chromosome
can express multiple superposition and quantum logic
gates chromosome update operation, in order to achieve
the target optimization solution.

The QGA - BP's [11]basic idea is: first, make the layers
of BP network connection coefficient cascaded together
to form quantum chromosome, and with the BP neural
network output error norm minimum for target function,
through the measurement, calculation fitness value,
according to quantum revolving door to find the best
value, if meet the requirements set algebra, the largest
selected fitness value corresponding to the best weights
and threshold value, then turned to the neural network BP
algorithm, and then to carry on the forecast, to find the
optimal solution. Quantum genetic algorithm ensures the
hybrid algorithm is globally convergent, overcome the
gradient descent method to the dependence of the initial
weights and local convergence properties, and based on
the gradient descent method of BP algorithm effectively
avoid the quantum genetic algorithm the randomness and
probabilistic problem. Figure 4 is QGA - BP algorithm
flow chart.

In the QGA - BP model, quantum coding using paper
[12] coding mode and quantum revolving door by paper
[13] adjustment strategy. Adapted to the function choice,
this article will predict the predicted sample expectations
error matrix norm as the output of the objective function.
Fitness function is the objective function of the opposite
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number. So the greater the value of the objective function,
the greater its fitness value.

( ) m ax( )f x obj (4)
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In the formula, obj is the objective function of the

output, ( )y i is the predicted value, ( )my i is the expected
val The population size of the QGA-BP model is 40, the
Maximum genetic algebra is 100, the number of binary
bits of the variable is 10, the crossover probability is 0.7,
the mutation probability is 0.01, the gap of generations
are 0.95. BP neural network structure selected for 3-7-
1,the set target error is 0.001,and the maximum number
of cycles for 1000.we selected the transfer function of the
hidden layer neurons is S-type tangent function tansig,
and the transfer function of the output layer neurons is S-
type logarithmic function logsig, and the function of
trainlm for training function .ue, ( )e i are the error.

Figure 4. QGA - BP algorithm flow chart.

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

In the Core i3 and 2G memory computer, use
MATLAB7.0 software platform simulation training.
Respectively with the BP neural network, GA - BP, QGA
- BP on tobacco mildew respectively of prediction. First
with 70 groups of samples to train the network, and then
use the 14 sets of test sample to network model tests, and
compared with the actual values, as shown in figure 5
shows. Figure 6 is a curve of error, the reaction of the
deviation of each of the prediction value and the expected
position. Figure 7 for GA - BP, QGA - BP error norm
change curve, the error norm is smaller, the
corresponding weights and threshold value are better.
Form Table 1, it is known that the BP neural network
model of the forecast value and the actual value deviation
in [0.10478, 0.09216] between, the average relative error
of the absolute value is 16.044%, GA - BP model
predictive value and the actual value deviation in
[0.01655, 0.01577] between, the average relative error of
the absolute value is 2.332%, QGA - BP model predictive

value and the actual value deviation in [0.00939, 0.01496]
between, the average relative error of the absolute value
is 1.896%,then BP model, GA - BP model were increased
by 88.182%, 18.696%, and the model of stability
enhancements, provides an effective means for the
tobacco mildew forecast. Form Table 2, it is known that
QGA – BP model prediction error can be controlled
within 2%, to meet the demand for engineering
applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

According to the demand of tobacco mildew nonlinear
prediction, the paper constructs the BP neural network
prediction model. Due to the defects of BP neural
network, in order to improve the prediction accuracy of
tobacco mildew, and puts forward the tobacco mildew
QGA - BP prediction model, the structure of the BP
neural network for the 3-7-1, the network input for
temperature humidity and their moisture content, the
output for mildew rate. After the experimental results
accuracy test, the model has better prediction effect. The
final model based on embedded ARM + Linux + Web a
tobacco warehouse intelligent monitoring system can be
realized, and achieved good application effect, show that
based on the QGA - BP tobacco mildew prediction model
is of certain value for engineering application.
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TABLE II. PREDICTIVE VALUE AND RELATIVE ERROR
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Reciprocal Effects of Occupational Conditions
and Psychological Functioning: A Case Study
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Abstract—The aim of this study is to demonstrate the
existence of reciprocal effects between occupational
conditions and psychological functioning and to consider
the implications of the existence of such effect. The data
used come from the Socio-environmental Studies’ (SSES)
longitudinal social survey on the psychological effects of
occupational conditions. This paper begins by presenting
definitions of some important concept and hypothesis.
Second, we briefly describe the occupation and
psychological functioning study in terms of study design
and statistical analysis. Third, this paper presents findings
and considers implications for psychology and sociology.
Finally, we consider implications for cross-cultural studies.

Index Terms—Occupational Condition, Statistical Analysis,
Improve Performance

I. INTRODUCTION

The fact that cultural characteristics affected by
occupational conditions centuries ago continue to affect
psychological functioning across time and geography
represents a striking example of "cultural lag" - the
relative slowness of embodying something in a cultural
corpus and the likelihood of its staying once embodied.
Such cultural lag fits with the various theories of cultural
psychologists reviewed by which postulate that a major
differences among cultures result from differences in the
nature of the human interactions involved in the central
production processes (e.g., farming and herding)
prevalent during their cultures’ formative periods.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Definition of Concepts and the Environmental
Complexity Hypothesis

In this section, we present definitions of some
important concepts. After that, I propose the
“environmental complexity hypothesis.” Definitions of
status, social structure and culture are based on Robert
Merton’s general view.

“Psychological functioning” includes the mode and
effectiveness with which individuals deal with whatever
cognitive complexities their environments present, their
orientations and attitudes towards themselves and others,
the ways that they relate to others and their goals and
their values.[1]

“Work” is physical or mental effort directed toward
the production or accomplishment of something through
which one earns one’s living or which provides for one’s
sustenance.

“Status” is a position in a social system occupied by
designated actors (i.e., individuals or social organizations)
that consists of a set of roles that define the incumbents’
expected patterns of interrelationships with incumbents
of related statuses. Statuses may be ranked hierarchically
in terms of the interrelated concepts of (1) prestige, (2)
unequal distribution of relatively scarce social resources
and unequal opportunity for acquiring them, (3) power-
the ability to induce others to fulfill one’s goals .

“Social Structure” is the patterned interrelationships
among a set of individual and organizational statuses, as
defined by the nature of their interacting roles.

“Culture” is a historically determined set of denotative
(what is), normative (what should be), and stylistic (how
done) beliefs, shared by a group of individuals who have
undergone a common historical experience and
participate in an interrelated set of social structures. -and
or the products thereof.

Environmental Complexity Hypothesis: To the degree
that complex environments reward cognitive effort,
individuals should be motivated to develop their
intellectual capacities and to generalize there use to other
situations. On the other hand, continued exposure to
relatively simple environments may result in a decrement
in intellectual functioning in keeping with the low level
of environmental demand.

According to the roughhewn theory on which it is
based, the more diverse the stimuli, the greater the
number of decisions required, the greater the number of
considerations to be taken into account in making these
decisions, and the more ill-defined and apparently
contradictory the contingencies, the more complex the
environment.

B. Brief Overview of Occupation and Psychological
Functioning Study

Data come from a three wave longitudinal study 1964-
1974-1994/1995. The SSES planned the study,
developed the questionnaire and analyzed the data. The
National Opinion Research Center selected the
representative sample and conducted the interviews.

The subjects of the 1964 survey were essentially
representative of all men over 16 then in labor force
(N=3101 men). In the 1974 survey, the men were a sub-
sample 1/4 of 1964 respondents less than 65 years old in
1974. About 80% of those eligible were interviewed (687
men). Their wives were also interviewed (555 women).
The total number of subjects was 1242 (N=1242). In the
1994 survey, 95% of 1974 sample were located, about
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80% of those eligible were interviewed. The total sample
was 635 (N=635, 315 men; 320 women). The working
sample (working in both 1974 and 1994) was 233 (160
men; 73 women).

In the questionnaire, most items were closed-ended
questions dealing with occupational conditions, work and
personal history, life circumstance, values and
orientations towards oneself and others. Semi-open
ended questions were also used to query about the
complexity of work with things, data and people. Each
respondent’s answers to these questions were coded
using the US Department of Labor’s Coding Manual for
complexity of work with things, data and people. In the
1964 and 1974 waves there were four measures of
intellectual flexibility; 1) Witkin Embedded 2) what to
take into account in choosing a hamburger stand, 3)
arguments for and against having cigarette commercials
on TV, 4) the interviewer’s rating of the respondent’s
intelligence. In 1994 a battery of standard psychometric
tests of intellectual functioning was also included in the
survey.

Almost all analyses used structural equation modeling
(SEM). SEM provides several advantages. For example
it: 1) essentially removes measurement error from latent
factors, 2) it permits the estimation of causal models
through regression analyses, 3) it statistically evaluates
the degree to which its estimated model’s fit the original
input data, 4) it permits the evaluation of identified
reciprocal effects models-a central concern of our
analysis .

Identification of the reciprocal effects is achieved by
estimating the reciprocal effects only “concurrently” and
not by simultaneously testing for cross-lagged effects
(shown in dashed lines). [2] The consequence of this
modeling procedure is that for each pair of variables
involved in a reciprocal relationship the observed
“concurrent” effect of one variable on the other is the
sum of the true contemporaneous effect and the omitted
cross-lagged effect. Consequently we can say that such
effects are real, although we cannot assess how much of
the effect is actually lagged and how much is current.

To demonstrate environmental effects on
psychological functioning one must go beyond mere
correlation and deal with the possibility that any
correlation found between an environmental condition
and a psychological characteristic can come about either
because of selective recruitment into the environment
and/or because that environment causes that
characteristic. For example, smart people can be selected
into a complex environment because they can do
complex things or because doing complex things makes
them smarter, or both. Thus SEM is our key to
establishing causal directionality between environmental
conditions and psychological characteristics

In the following section, we more concretely describe
specific analyses aimed at demonstrating the validity of
the environmental complexity hypothesis, I then present
the implications of these analyses for psychology and
sociology.

These results have three important implications for
psychology: (1)By showing that social-structurally
influenced environmental circumstances can have
notable effects on intellectual functioning, the findings
provide striking evidence against socio-biological
theories that posit strong forms of genetic determinism.
(2)They provide an explanation of the Flynn Effect - the
trend since IQ testing began for scores over a wide range
of intelligence tests to rise by three IQ points per decade-
given the increase in environmental complexity during
this time period (Dickens & Flynn 2001). (3)The
findings provide evidence for developing modes of
intervention to improve intellectual functioning. As
shown in Figure 1we similarly examined the potential
reciprocal effect between occupational self-direction and
an individualistic, self-directed orientation.

Figure 1. An Analysis Modeling Language providing multiple views
into a body of expertise

Our finding of a reciprocal effect between
occupational self-direction and self-directed orientation
has several implications for psychologists: (l) It argues
against those who believe that such orientations are set
early in life by genetic (Rowe 1994) or early
environmental influences (Kassler et al. 2002). (2) It
provides further support for the hypothesis that dealing
with complex environments increases, not only
intellectual functioning, but also the value placed on self-
direction and autonomy. (3) It provides further evidence
that the degree to which people learn and generalize from
their environments is not affected by age. (4) It provides
evidence, not readily obtainable from cognitive
experiments, of wide-spread learning generalization,
especially involving far transfer in older individuals.

These findings also have important implications for
sociologists. The existence of reciprocal effects between
occupational-self direction and both intellectual
functioning and self-directed orientations point to a
“feedback loop" through which over time those who
have gain and those who have not lose An initial
advantage in either or both, of these psychological
characteristics is likely to multiply over time. [3]Thus, an
individual with an initially high level of intellectual
functioning is more likely than one with a lower level to
get a self-directed job. The job, in turn, will increase his
or her level of intellectual functioning. The reverse
would be true for someone with an initially relatively
low level of intellectual functioning. The same feedback
loop would exist for self-directed orientations would
have the same feedback loop.

Self-directed orientations and intellectual functioning
tend to be highly correlated with each other, and self-
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directed orientations and intellectual functioning tend to
be highly correlated with social status, particularly in
case of industrial and post-industrial societies.
Consequently, those who start with relatively low social
status start off with disadvantages in social orientations
and intellectual functioning that may multiply over time
and tend to lead to further decline in social status.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER EXPLANATIONS

The indication that occupational self-direction leads to
self-directed orientations in a society raises the
possibility that the level of occupational self-direction
fostered by the modes of production within a society may
come to affect the level of individualism in that society's
norms.

Evidence for such a possibility comes from the 1974
occupational survey wave. In that survey wave, even
when other relevant variables such as occupational self-
direction were controlled, American men from ethnic
groups with a recent and pervasive history of serfdom
tended to show the non-individualistic, conformist
orientation, as well as the lack of flexible, effective
intellectual functioning of men working under the
environmental conditions characteristic of serfdom. Thus
these analyses indicated that:

Recent serf ethnic group men → non self-directed
values

Recent serf ethnic group men → lower intellectual
functioning

The pattern of these ethnic differences suggests that
the restrictive, social and occupational conditions that
prevailed within European societies affected those
societies' cultures in a manner analogous to the way in
which the lack of occupational-self direction affects an
individual's orientations to self and others.

The fact that cultural characteristics affected by
occupational conditions centuries ago continue to affect
psychological functioning across time and geography
represents a striking example of "cultural lag" - the
relative slowness of embodying something in a cultural
corpus and the likelihood of its staying once embodied.
Such cultural lag fits with the various theories of cultural
psychologists reviewed by (Stolurow 2001) which
postulate that a major differences among cultures result
from differences in the nature of the human interactions
involved in the central production processes (e.g.,
farming and herding) prevalent during their cultures'
formative periods.[4]

Among reasons why individualism may not lead to
economic development: In some circumstances high

levels of individualism may create a chaotic no-rules-
hold situation where individuals: (1) cannot plan ahead,
(2) cannot interact with each other with a necessary
modicum of trust, (3) cannot successfully accumulate
and hold on to their gains.

Another possible difference between societies in
which individualism leads to economic and technical
progress is the degree to which individualism is
institutionalized in a society. One of the great differences
between 20th century China and 20th century England is
the far greater level to which individualism was
institutionalized in the latter. However, the existence of
individualism in 16th century Japan, let alone its degree
of institutionalization, is an historical question. It is
worth noting that none of the cultural differences in
modes of production listed in the slide is directly linked
by the theorists to the complexity of the tasks done. If
doing complex work leads to both higher levels of
intellectual functioning and self-directed values, an
argument can be made that these psychological
characteristics can lead to technical development.
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Abstract—In this paper, we put forward a domain
knowledge management based on topic map, and build the
model of the Topic Map-based Domain Knowledge
Management (TMDKM).Then some studies have been done
on the knowledge model and knowledge services in
TMDKM with description logic. And finally we use TMAPI
and Java to develop the prototype of TMDKM, which
verifies the model we created. At the time of representing
domain knowledge correctly and completely, TMKDM
provides strong support in the knowledge communicating,
sharing and creating, which can achieve the aim of domain
knowledge management.

Index Terms—topic map, domain knowledge management,
knowledge model

I. INTRODUCTION

The traditional methods of domain knowledge
management are usually based on case (Case-based)
knowledge management [1], which managed through the
fixed hierarchy relationship of a database or knowledge
base, cannot meet the constantly changing needs of
knowledge updated. With the development of
information technology, the knowledge management
system based on ontology [2] was emerged, but the
knowledge acquisition, storage, and so on are carried out
based on XML in these systems, it needs a
transformation process from ontology to XML, but the
ability to express the semantics of XML is weak, the
ontology content cannot be completely converted, and
easily distorted, so reduced the system's open and
dynamic nature [3].

Topic Maps has been widely used in knowledge
organization and knowledge management , such as to
annotation distributed knowledge on digital libraries
based on topic maps, use the topic maps to organize and
manage the site knowledge, topic maps-based manage
the virtual reference library of digital cultural heritage
based on topic maps, and so on.

In the literature [4], established a formal model based
on topic map courseware (TMC), established the
mapping between topic maps and network courseware
knowledge structure, and gives the mapping rules and
nature, laid the foundation for the curriculum domain
knowledge management. On the basis of the literature,
this article proposed topic map-based domain knowledge
management.

Topic maps-based knowledge management has a
strong semantic skills, it could be able to establish a clear

architecture for knowledge and resources, not likely to
cause distortion of information; it can be constantly
updated with the changing knowledge, to solve an
opening and dynamic problems in the traditional domain
knowledge management, provides a strong support for
the exchange of knowledge sharing and knowledge
creation. The main work of this paper is to establish
TMDKM knowledge management model, to research the
structure of the knowledge model and knowledge
services, and development the TMDKM prototype, then
validated the model.

II. METHODOLOGY

This chapter gives a brief introduction to TMC's related
knowledge, the three main elements and the relevant
language of topic map provides a theoretical basis for
TMC.

A. Topic map
Topic Maps was proposed by the International
Standardization Organization ISO in 1999, began to
build intelligent electronic index and can support mutual
integration between these indexes at the beginning, then
gradually developed into a set way to express knowledge
and organization information, use of this method can
provide the best information navigation. There are three
basic elements in the topic map, namely: topic,
association, and occurrence, the topic map was
constituted of these major part.
Topic maps are a simple ontology language, and the
different is that it provides a topic-oriented, standard-
based knowledge encoding, with pre-defined semantics
[5], but also has its own description language and query
language. Topic Maps focus on the linkages which in the
overall knowledge of its specific location in the
environment and related topics to locate knowledge
resources, emphasis meaning mining on resources
individual in a specific environment, but also supports a
variety of ways to organize the knowledge resources,
these features specially fit for the requirements of
knowledge management.

B. TMC
The application of topic maps in the online teaching

has become a hot topic, Dicheva (2005) proposed a
network courseware based on topic maps (TMC), using
topic maps to represent the network courseware
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knowledge, abroad website has developed a topic map-
based web courseware for the Java language learning.

On the basis of analysis the traditional network
courseware structure, use topic maps to indicate domain
knowledge, and TMC has established a formal model. In
traditional network courseware, content structure model
and the knowledge structure model is separated, and
TMC can simultaneously represent the content structure
and the knowledge structure of the network courseware,
thus establishing the TMC model, you can easily use the
model for domain knowledge management.

C. TMDKM
This paper argues that Topic Map-based Domain

Knowledge Management (TMDKM) can be viewed as
the synthesis of knowledge model and knowledge
services. Based on the domain knowledge model built,
defining its complete set of knowledge services. In this
way, it can reflect the domain knowledge completely and
accurately and support the communication, sharing and
innovation of knowledge at the same time so as to
achieve the goal of knowledge management.

This paper adopts description logic to formalize
modeling of TMDKM. The description logic is a
formalization of knowledge representation based on the
objects, originating from semantic network and KL-ONE.
It has a strong power of expression and it is suitable for
the modeling of Topic Map-based Domain Knowledge.

Generally speaking, the teaching content of a course
has a hierarchical structure, namely it can generate a tree
structure according to decomposition relationship.
Therefore, according to the chapters, this part classifies
the domain knowledge of a course. It argues that a course
is composed of different chapters, each chapter contains
different sections and each section has multiple
knowledge points. Correspond to topic map, viewing
each chapter or knowledge point as a topic. There are
different types of connection between topic and topic,
and each topic can also be associated with the abundant
teaching resources on the network.

Topic Map Data Model builds the domain knowledge
model of TMDKM as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Domain knowledge model of TMDKM

Types of knowledge services
Domain knowledge services provides a variety of

domain knowledge application, since the main object of
TMDKM are learners, according to their required
services in the learning process currently the type of
domain knowledge services are divided into: knowledge
navigation, knowledge positioning, knowledge

recommended, resource association and other diagnostic
and counseling. As research continues in the future, its
type will be further expanded and improved.

(1) Knowledge Navigation, (KN):
Knowledge Navigator is guide the students to view

and learn the knowledge and resources are needed in the
network courseware. TMDKM achieved the function of
knowledge navigation, completely and accurately
showing the content and structure of the course
knowledge, help learners to grasp the structure of the
curriculum.

(2) Knowledge Positioning, (KP):
Knowledge positioning means the process that

through knowledge query language to quickly determine
the exact location of a particular knowledge, then
presenting knowledge to learners. TMDKM using Topic
Maps Query Language (TMQL) to achieve search and
find the knowledge in order to achieve accurate
positioning of knowledge points.

(3) Knowledge Recommendation, (KR): Knowledge
recommendation has always been a hot research, such as
the common recommendation algorithm used
collaborative filtering recommendation, based on the
interest model recommendation, based on domain
knowledge personalized recommendations. The main
idea of these algorithms is they recommend interest
information and knowledge to the users.

The study is the knowledge that exists between a
knowledge and other domain of the curriculum
associated with different types of knowledge to fully
understand a point must be master all the associated
domain knowledge-based. Recommendation knowledge
in the TMDKM recommended the types of these points
and the associated recommendations to the learner, while
learners are learning a knowledge can understand the
associated when linked with this knowledge, and you can
directly click on link knowledge of learning, help
learners to grasp the overall course content.

(4) Resource Association (RA):
TMDKM put the massive teaching resources of the

network and domain knowledge together, so that learners
could take advantage of teaching resources on the
network while learning programs, thus increasing the
dynamics and openness of knowledge.

(5) Diagnosing and Tutoring, (DT):
Tracking learners’ learning process, collecting their

learning behavior, diagnosis the current problems of
learners in the learning process and the reasons based on
data collection, to give targeted learning guidance and
advice.

This section using logic describe to formal description
for domain knowledge services, thus established a more
complete conceptual model, making the formal unity of
knowledge services. With a clear model-theoretical
mechanisms of the logic describe, and provide useful
reasoning services, to facilitate future study of
knowledge reasoning, query optimization, etc.

Knowledge Navigation (KN)
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Its meaning is: TMDKM constructed in accordance
with the type hierarchy structure curriculum topics to
present knowledge content. Where Root is the root,
which means that a course, representing the course of a
chapter, a lesson, a knowledge point.
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Tr is the need queries knowledge of the learners,
Tc,Ts,Tk respectively represent one curriculum chapter ,
a knowledge point, and R is any possible association
between the two topic. TMDKM to accurately
positioning a knowledge point by relevance type.
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O as teaching resources, R is associated with a topic
and the resource, Tc,Ts,Tk respectively represent one
curriculum chapter, one lesson, a knowledge points.
TMDKM through link address of resource source
integrate the resources and topics.

Diagnosis and Tutorship(DT)

ＳＴ

ＳＤ




SD
LPSMDT 

Its meaning is through the student model (SM) and
students' learning process (LP) to give a diagnosis to the
student (SD), and then make the appropriate counseling
(ST) to the students according to the diagnosis. Which
track student learning process (LP) is based on the
TMDKM to complete.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER EXPLANATIONS

Knowledge recommendation algorithm using
TMAPI(Topic Map Application Programming Interface)

to recommended knowledge by searching the type
associated with all the knowledge points to a knowledge
associated recommend to the learner, also at the same
time explains the reasons for recommendation, it is more
favorable for learners to grasp the overall course content
compared with the traditional recommendation
knowledge. The recommendation algorithm only needs
to traverse the topic map once, the time-consuming
complexity is: T (Recommend_KN) = O (n), where n is
the number of topics.

Knowledge navigation interface through the left
navigation bar and click interface, and can be observed
in the right part of the contents of the corresponding
knowledge points, the interface is recommended for
learners lower right knowledge associated with the
selected links to all the knowledge points by clicking on
these links can go to the appropriate interface knowledge
of learning.
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